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Abstract
The systems approach to thinking is at a precipice. Our world is composed of
systems and sub-systems so intrinsically linked that any attempt to make changes can
upset system interdependencies. Systems thinking is a mindset and method of thinking
and seeing things as “wholes,” patterns, interconnections, and interdependencies
rather than analyzed parts and sub-parts. The systems approach and the
methodologies informed by this approach offer an improved understanding of
organizational performance.
The systems methodology of interactive planning involves organizational
stakeholders as the key ingredient to idealize creative outcomes for organizational
problems. The interactive planning process involves carrying out a mess formulation
to understand a problematic situation’s current reality and an idealized design to
create an innovative reality that dissolves problems and promotes sustainable growth
and development (Ackoff, 1981).
This proposed study examined the interactive planning process’s effectiveness
from the perspectives of a participant-observer. The areas of opportunity included
integration into interactive planning with other complementary methodologies and
theoretical frameworks that aid in its execution. Another area of investigation in this
study was identifying the facilitator skill sets needed for improved idealized design
engagement. The experiential knowledge from the researcher as a participantobserver with design session participants provided insight into this methodological
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approach, adding to the body of knowledge of interactive planning and idealized
design creations.
The researcher concludes that an effective idealized design outcome results from
the effectiveness of a facilitator and facilitation. The effectiveness is contingent on a
consistent and delicate balance of mindset, adeptness, experience, understanding of
the interactive planning methodology’s application, and skill sets that hinge on
coaching tenets, brainstorming techniques, and virtual technology platforms.
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Chapter One
Introduction
Background
Despite the technological capabilities, information accessibilities, and learning
tool availabilities in the 21st century, certain classes of problems continue to persist.
Many times, when these kinds of problems are considered solved or resolved, they are
not, and worse, the efforts used to correct the problem tend to produce unintended
consequences, and other unforeseen problems emerge (Ackoff, 1978). When parts
and sub-parts interact, the interaction between them creates emerging qualities. From
these emerging qualities, there is a co-creation of possible problems and
opportunities for solutions (Ackoff, 2001). The iteration of successes created from the
solutions can enable a learning cycle that allows adaptation and integration of the
insights learned (Jackson, 2011).
Systems thinking, a conceptual framework that views problems from a holistic
perspective, requires a shift in mindset from traditional linear thinking, which focuses
on analyzing parts of a system to identifying how the interconnection and
interdependence of the parts influence the function or purpose of the whole system.
Wallerstein (2004) states that the interdependencies within problems plague every
facet of world-systems, a perspective on social reality where people understand
concepts in the context of their era. These conceptual contexts provide perspectives
on healthcare, economic, ecological, and education systems. The list of systems is
endless. Problems are inevitable. Systems thinking probes questions about the degree
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to which problems persist due to creation, consequence, reaction, or actions taken
elsewhere in our system.
Ackoff (1999) and Jackson (2011) agree that systems, comprised of
interdependent and interrelated relational parts, exist everywhere. Even with this
knowledge, learning and thinking in systems and the relationship connections
between them are challenging. This challenge compounds the application of the tools
and techniques used to solve those problems. Ackoff (2001) posits that efforts to
resolve or solve problems are insufficient. Efforts should focus on creative and
innovative ways to dissolve problems.
Meadows (2008) opines that many assume that the problems encountered are
caused externally rather than internally because of the irresistibility to blame others
rather than ourselves, thereby missing the opportunity to use appropriate tools and
techniques to address problems. The matter is that the tools/techniques used to solve
problems evolve from our mental models and the implications of our thoughts, values,
and assumptions (Senge, 1990 and Schwarz, 2017). The tools and techniques we use
also hinge on the strategy used to solve the problem, whether analytically or
systemically, each having its prescribed tools and techniques to address problems.
While using a systemic approach, problem complexity and the characteristics of
the problem itself are a system. If then viewed as a system, then a different mindset
should be applied with a corresponding set of tools and techniques. Meadows (2008)
argues that it is unretentive only to use tools or techniques derived from systems
thinking to solve a problem that requires analytical thinking and would further
postulate that these two thinking methods are complementary. Not only are these two
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types of thinking complementary, but also the tools and techniques contain
similarities.
Goldratt (1990) described theories of constraint as a methodology to solve an
organizational problem by identifying the actions, behaviors, outcomes within which
adversely affect the organization. Similar to interactive planning obstruction analysis,
theories of constraint identifies undesirable effects (UDE) (process obstructions),
displaying the UDEs in a current reality tree diagram that lists and displays the
associated connectedness and interdependence of UDEs. This root cause analysis
process drills down to a single root cause.
After problem cause identification, a future reality tree is diagramed, converting
all other UDEs to desirable effects, reflecting a comparable intended outcome to an
interactive planning idealized design. Similar to the reductionist approach, the theory
of constraints allows its users to view and evaluate the parts of a system independently
(Jackson, 2011; 2019). Conversely, systems thinking idealization looks at the entire
system (the whole) for which the problem exists and examines how the parts fit and
function in the whole system. With this perspective, the whole gives meaning to the
parts, viewing the parts’ interconnectedness and interdependence in the functions of
the whole whereby channeling this knowledge to employ efforts to dissolve the
problem by redesigning for allowance of optimal functionality (Ackoff, 2001). Pending
the domain of a problem, the theory of constraints provides a perspective of another
methodology that systems thinking borrows from to ideate systemic process
obstructions.
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The systems thinking methodology of interactive planning consists of Part Iidealization and Part II-realization, which has six interrelated phases. Idealization
consists of two phases: phase one-mess formulation and phase two- ends planning.
Phases three to phase six include planning, resource planning, design of the
implementation, and design of controls for realization. The interactive planning
process involves carrying out a mess formulation that examines a system to identify
threats and opportunities to understand the current reality of a problematic situation
and fosters an idealized design that creates an innovative reality that dissolves the
problems and promotes a sustainable system that grows and develops (Ackoff, 1981).
The interactive planning methodology derived from systems thinking provides a
methodical process for creating a future organization through idealization and
realization (Ackoff, 2001). Idealization focuses on organizational behaviors that impact
its systems, that if the organization persists on its current path, it will ultimately
destroy itself. Idealization includes four activities. The first activity is the preparation
of a system analysis describing the current state of the organization. The second
activity is an obstruction analysis that focuses on patterns of behavior characteristics
that conflict with and obstruct organizational progress. Next is a reference projection
that presents projections of aspects of the organization’s future, assuming (1) no
change in its current plans, policies, programs, and (2) the future environment that it
currently expects. Lastly, there is a reference scenario, a description of how and why
the organization would destroy itself if the assumptions made were true. The reference
scenario is a culminating synthesis of the learning in activity one through activity
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three. This culmination synthesis conveys what will happen to the organization if it
continues on its current path and describes its outcome if the assumptions were valid.
Realization focuses on the gaps in resources between the current and ideal
organizational states, identifying the courses of action, including practices, programs,
policies, and procedures needed to implement the idealized design. Although
interactive planning is an underpinning framework for addressing problems that
foster organizational change and development, it has limitations when applied to
complex organization design change. Some limitations, in part, are due to the
unpredictability of organizational adaptation to change, and the complexity of design
change is further compounded based on the interactions and uncontrollable outcomes
between social and technical organizational systems.
Within social and technical systems or sociotechnical systems, complexity arises
and perpetuates because of the dynamic structural architecture of formal (what it says
it does) and informal (what it does) -cultural systems (Smither et al., 1996). The
interactive planning idealization incorporates an ends planning phase that identifies
gaps between an organization’s current reality state- what it does, and the future
reality state-what it says it wants to do, by determining the gaps and interactively
reducing the gaps between these two states.
Systems Thinking and Interactive Planning Methodology
Ackoff (1999) argued that the world and all that exists within it could be
understood as composites of systems and sub-systems, each consisting of parts and
subparts that interact and are interdependent. As a management scholar-practitioner,
Ackoff focused on organizational improvement, promoted the use of a systems lens or
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mindset, and defined certain qualities and relationships that were necessarily inherent
in all social systems. Because the parts of social systems include people with individual
purposes that may conflict with others' interests or with the purposes of the many
organizational sub-systems (groups), or with the interests of other systems that are
interdependent with the organization, there are always complexities. Starr (2018)
added that there is a possibility that organizations may have systems that are not
understandable.
Goldstein, Hazy, and Lictenstein (2010) opine that until recently, the difference
between what is complex and complicated was misunderstood, treating complicated
problems similar to complex problems. Complexity deals with the interactions
between systems and the interactions in systems where something new emerges. The
new emergence can entail unpredictable patterns or structures in social systems.
Snowden and Boone (2007) added that understanding complexity helps leaders
understand advanced technologies, globalization, and cultural change.
Although order and predictability may appear, complexities, including complex
systems, have multiple and fluid identities where the interactions are non-linear, and
minor changes between them can co-produce disproportional and significant
consequences (Jackson, 2011). For instance, it is difficult for leaders to make decisions
in a business context if the information is incomplete and finding an answer is elusive,
creating a complex rather than complicated situation. Resources are inappropriately
applied, which further compounds rather than mitigates the problem (Snowden and
Boone, 2007).
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The complicated contextual framework centers on a clear connection between
cause and effect relationships. Although the problem is known, the solution is
unknown. Problems viewed through the lens of experts who sense, investigate,
analyze, and respond to the unknown with good practice yield multiple answers
(Snowden and Boone, 2007). Complexities and chaos arise due to the vast,
unpredictable interactions and outcomes that emerge from the unknown relationship
between cause and effect (Snowden and Boone, 2007).
Ackoff (1999) suggested that traditional linear strategic planning failed to
capture these dynamic complexities when viewing organizations as complex systems.
Ackoff (1999) proposed that to appreciate problem complexities, one must first shift
the mindset from a linear approach that uses analysis to the systems approach to
identify the appropriate methodologies and tools. One methodology is interactive
planning, a systems-informed problem-solving process that incorporates the interests
and values of stakeholders who are the critical designers of an ideal organizational
system. Adopting a systems thinking mindset and applying interactive planning as a
problem-solving methodology enables stakeholders to dissolve problems by creating
an improved system where the problems could not exist Ackoff, Magidson, and
Addison (2006).
Interactive Planning
Interactive planning employing idealization and realization is a methodology
used to identify organizational problems and strategies to dissolve problems by
tapping into stakeholders’ creativity and innovation (Ackoff, 2001). The idealization
method’s components include a mess formulation comprised of four activities:
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situation analysis, obstruction analysis, reference project, and a reference scenario.
The situational analysis provides an overview of the functions and interactions
between systems parts and subparts. The situational analysis provides a synopsis of
how the organization operates as a whole in its containing system landscape.
Contiguous to the situation analysis is an obstruction analysis, which identifies
those system characteristics that impede the systems and subsystems from performing
at their optimal capability. The impediments are not restricted to tangibles policies or
procedures but can include intangible cultural practices or beliefs. Following the
obstruction analysis is a reference projection, a prepared document that outlines the
organization’s future, should the current behavior patterns continue, and its position
in its future containing system landscape. Lastly, a reference scenario describes not
only why but also how the organization would self-destruct if it persists (or insists) on
its current behavioral patterns and refuses to change (Ackoff, 1981). After formulating
the scenario to help the client organization conceptualize its future, if it chooses to
change its current path, a facilitator navigates a design session for the creative
planning of the organization’s idealized design. Ackoff calls this planning backward
planning because it starts from where the organization wants to be, moving back to its
current state.
Traditionally, organizational planning executed planning sessions using four
planning approaches: reactivism, inactivism, preactivism, and interactivism (Ackoff,
Magidson, and Addison, 2006). Reactivism planning looks to past solutions to address
current problems. Inactivism planning centers on maintaining the status quo taking no
action to change, and taking satisfaction in keeping things the way they are.
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Preactivism planning involves planners who believe that the future holds
opportunities to predict required improvements, and interactivism rejects the other
approach and focuses on backward planning, focusing on what they want their
organization to be, compared to its present state. Interactivism or interactive planning
uses idealized design to create the ideal organization based on possibilities rather than
forecastable assumptions (Ackoff, 1999).
At the heart of interactive planning is the idealized design that lays the
foundation for ends planning, the requisite idealization activity. Idealize design entails
putting interdisciplinary teams together to work collaboratively on problems (Ackoff,
1978) (as cited by Jackson, 2019). Ends planning involves preparing a mission
statement, establishing organizational design properties and specifications, creating a
structural design, and preparing a gap analysis. Its procedural rules focus on
communicating the organization system’s destruction, fostering equal participation
among stakeholders or stakeholder representatives, and requiring positive
contributions (Ackoff, 1999), (Ackoff, Magidson and Addison, 2006).
Idealized design ignites the ideas, goals, and objectives needed for this ends
planning activity. Although an ideal end is unobtainable because of the constant churn
of emerging characteristics resulting from interactions between and within social
adaptive systems, the pursuit of the ideal end by closing the gap between the current
and ideal states is the spirit of idealized design (Ackoff, 1999). The idealized design
process employs stakeholders to create an organization it wants now, assuming there
are no constraints in creating the idealized organizational design.
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There are two types of idealized designs: bounded and unbounded. The bounded
idealized design builds on the premise that the organization was destroyed or ceased
to exist; however, the broader environment or containing system landscape that the
organization (e.g., division or department) is a part of what still exists and remains
unchanged. The idealized organization must fit into the existing containing system. A
bounded idealized design attributes constrain the design to the containing system in
which it exists. In addition to fitting into the existing containing system, the idealized
organization is subject to the constraints of:
1. Technologically feasible- incorporating technology currently available.
2. Operationally viable- able to survive in what would be the current
environment.
3. The capability of continuous improvement from within and without the
organization through active learning and adaptation.
Unlike bounded systems, unbounded idealized designs can design changes to
any part of the containing systems as long as the planning process fosters continuous
learning and improves organizational performance (Ackoff, 1999.)
Problem Statement
The lack of understanding of the problem's contextual framework,
environmental architecture, and lack of requisite skills (e.g., facilitators and
leadership) for identifying problem types, understanding appropriate methodologies
and tools, and resource requirements affect an organization's level of success in
addressing complex systems problems.
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One approach to addressing complex problems is systems thinking, and one
methodology informed by this approach is interactive planning. The interactive
planning process's effective execution is hindered by a lack of salient data collected
from the client to benefit from mess formulation outputs, communication of design
thinking ideology, stakeholder participation, and idealized design session facilitated
outcomes. These are just a few of the myriads of factors to consider when engaging in
this methodology for problem-solving. One of the first factors to consider is the
problem context.
Snowden and Boone (2007) describe the Cynefin Framework that depicts five
contexts within which a problem may exist. They suggest that rather than assume a
context is static with a "one size fits all" problem-solving approach; leaders should
conceptualize the context of a challenge, then apply the problem solving and decisionmaking approach. In Cynefin Framework, when a problem is unstructured with cause
and effect seemingly non-linear and non-proportional, it is considered complex and
best addressed using systems thinking approach. This approach includes the
interactive planning idealized design activity (Ackoff et al., 2006).
Failing to consider a problem context is complex or misunderstanding the
context by considering a problem context as complicated, and applying an incorrect
reductionist or analytical thinking impedes the understanding and design process
outcomes. People habitually focus on past experiences creating barriers that blind
them to new organizational design potential (Jackson, 2019). This affair with the
conventional mode of linear thinking stymies creativit and limits optimal design
outcomes. Senge (1990) states that besides being a learning organization with flexible,
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adaptive, and agile cultural characteristics, it is necessary to obtain a shared vision to
operate at optimal functional capacity and have the skillsets to facilitate the change
process are crucial to success (Schwarz, 2017). Otherwise, hidden agendas and
rejection of situational analysis, adverse truths about the organization or its leaders,
supplants ideas that the problems lie only outside the organization rather than within.
One of the most challenging aspects of dissolving a problem is determining what
problem to solve (Ackoff, 1978). Some people intuitively know when something goes
awry and take action to solve the problem. In contrast, others struggle with a
conceptual model of what problem to solve even with problem pattern recognition
(Hazy et al., 2007).
In other words, discerning what the problem is and having the understanding to
solve it requires two different sets of skills and mindsets. Ackoff (1978) argues that
absolving, resolving, solving, and dissolving are the four ways to address problems.
The complexity of concatenation leaves us in managing problems rather than solving
or resolving them. Generally speaking, workgroups, focus teams, taskforce, think tanks
created purposes are to solve problems. Actions usually taken entail renaming old
methods with a twist to cloud recognition of the old patterns. The problem persists
because the actions performed only mask the problematic symptoms, never touching
the problem.
In touching on a social system's problem, one must understand the system's
typology, purpose, and ability to make choices. System typologies consist of four
types: deterministic, animated, social system, or an ecological system. In deterministic
systems, neither the whole system nor its parts have a purpose. In animated systems,
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only the whole system is purposeful. Social-system parts and subparts are purposeful,
and in ecological systems, only some of the system subparts are purposeful, but not the
whole system (Ackoff, 1999).
After determining a situational analysis's written deliverables, an obstruction
analysis (assessment of internal and external environments; sometimes performed
concurrently), a reference projection, and a reference scenario are created and
communicated. The design session is a phase of interactive planning, where
stakeholder participants engage in the organization's redesign, including design
planning, ends planning, identifying the current reality, and resource gaps between the
current and ideal organizational state (Ackoff, 1999). After the ideal organizational
design phase is complete, the realization phase commences with means planning,
resource planning, and implementation through project closeout and control.
Problem Context
Few have written about the types of organizations best suited for using
interactive planning as a methodological intervention. Nor is there research about the
capability, skill set, and tools needed to qualify as an effective interactive planning
session facilitator. Block (2011) and Ackoff (1999) assert the mindset of the
stakeholder is critical to idealized design session outcomes and the process of
changing mindset from analytic to systems thinking, when confronted with a problem
for an individual trained as a reductionist thinker, is challenging (Jackson, 2011). The
general analytical approach assumes or diagnoses the problem as complicated and
analyzes its parts to find a solution.
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Systems thinking looks at the parts and the subparts of a system, understanding
the system’s functional interdependence and connectedness to find solutions from the
system stakeholders. Although stakeholder participation is critical to the interactive
process, it is just as essential for the facilitator to navigate the creative process of
problem-solving by listening to the stakeholders’ cues, tones, and conversations when
leading idealized design sessions (Maxwell, 2007). The individual responsible for
generating momentum and movement from one point to the next is just as essential as
the individual required to perform the task upon arrival at the destination. In other
words, the facilitator and the stakeholder each hold a critical role in the idealized
design activity.
Being unaware of the systems thinking approach or how informal systems and
subsystems influence problems and their solutions may not help understand the
advantageous fit of a facilitator using interactive planning intervention. Block (2011)
states that distinguishing the core competencies needed for a facilitator to implement a
plan from creation to inception success is imperative. Major concerns center around
the capability and skill set regardless of the role of an internal facilitator consultant or
the external facilitator consultant (Block, 2011). Each facilitation opportunity is
unique and requires a mindset that fosters wanted participatory behaviors, leading to
desired results and malleable facilitator skill sets. The facilitator’s skills are imperative
in guiding the client through planning phases (Schwarz, 2017 and Spradley, 2017). As
there is an organizational fit that an employer seeks when hiring an employee, there is
a facilitator fit for the client organization (Kaner et al., 2014).
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Organizational development diagnostic tools offer different interventions that
may be useful if added to or woven throughout the interactive planning process.
Organization architectural environments that are non-bureaucratic may be better
suited for idealized design (Smither et al., 1996). Typically bureaucratic organizations
focus on implementing new rules, policies, and procedures to address change, building
fiefdoms that sever connections between functions, creating learning disabilities
(Senge, 1990). Ackoff (1999) stated that an organization as a learning system could
detect and diagnose errors of omission and commission and establish corrective
actions that promote continuous learning through the acquisition of information,
knowledge, and understanding as well as unlearning information, knowledge, and
understanding.
Even if a business entity is considered a learning organization, it does not
preclude the need for a facilitator consultant with specific competencies to effect
change (Senge, 1990). Three consultation models helpful in selecting facilitators are
the expert consultant, doctor-patient consultant, and process consultation (Schein,
1987). The expert consultant is necessary when the problem is known; one
understands the type of help required and the pool to draw industry experts. The
doctor-patient model gives leverage to the consultant allowing for diagnosis and
intervention recommendations. The process consultant may be an expert and
diagnose or propose recommendations; however, the client is responsible for solving
the problem, and the consultant guides the process. Leveraging the facilitator’s skill set
and clarifying the facilitator’s organizational needs and expectations outlined in the
contractual agreement details (Block, 2011). Fielder and Starr (2008) add that
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whether written or oral, a contract is a critical component of this professional
relationship that states a promise of what each will or will not do. The contractual
objective is to bring clarity, not necessarily to enforcement the designed alliance.
Block (2011) opined that clarifying contractual expectations addressing subject
stakeholders’ capability is crucial for the planning process. Lack of transparency and
underlying individual epistemology- how knowledge acquired and ontology-sense of
reality may impact interactive planning dynamics (Ackoff, 1978). Also, pending the
dyadic relationship between the stakeholder leaders and followers, if the quality of
exchange between these two groups of stakeholders is meaningful and engaging, the
exchange will likely transfer to the idealized designs session. If otherwise, the
relationship between the stakeholder leaders and followers is contentious and
disengaging, the level of participation during interactive planning sessions may be
impacted (Northouse, 2016). This perspective centers on the composition of a team.
Team dynamics may impede design implementation, clashing with hidden agendas,
commitment levels, and team cohesiveness. Systems thinking principles state that
problems arise from internal policies and strategies rather than external influences,
inducing defensive responses (Senge, 1990).
Statement of Purpose
The purpose of this research study examined the effectiveness of the interactive
planning process from the perspective of a participant-observer and identified the
characteristics of the facilitator who carries out the facilitation process. The participant
-observer assessed the facilitator’s effectiveness during the interactive planning
idealized design activity of the ends planning (Ackoff, 1999). This study’s findings add
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value to the body of knowledge of the interactive planning methodological approach by
examining an optimized combination or match between facilitator, organization, and
the organizational challenge that impacts the stakeholder participant experience,
which is key to the idealized design outcome. The insight gathered helped to establish
recommended guidelines and created awareness of the interactive planning process
focusing on overall effective outcomes for the idealization phases of mess formulation
and ends planning (idealized design) (Ackoff, 1981).
This research aimed to enhance the facilitation of the interactive planning
processes and identify complementary methodological techniques and tools to solve
problems using systems thinking (Ackoff, 2001). The purpose of this research study
underpinned the foundation of holistic thinking when addressing problems. Ackoff
(1978) asserted that interactive planning helps identify the interdependence and
interconnectedness of systems and subsystems. He also stated why it is a fundamental
approach to understanding the environment in which the problem exists. This
research study also examined the execution of the interactive planning
implementation process of the mess formulation and the facilitator’s roles and
responsibilities as critical for success ideation.
Research Question
This study aimed to gain insight into the activities and interactions that coproduce successful outcomes when using interactive planning. Idealization includes
the four activities of the mess formulation: situation analysis, obstruction analysis,
reference scenario, and reference projection, and the process of ends planning
idealized design. This study identified the degree to which facilitation approaches and
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methodologies, which do not commonly incorporate a systemic approach, can
contribute to successful outcomes when addressing a complex systems challenge. To
better understanding systems thinking, interactive planning, and the effectiveness of
the facilitator who guides the execution of the idealized design session, the researcher
focused on one research question of this dissertation is:
1.

What are the capacities, proficiencies, and competencies of a facilitator
needed for effective interactive planning/idealized design facilitation?

Research Design Overview
The research methodology used in this qualitative research approach employed
ethnographic participatory observation to collect data, allowing an understanding of
the social context of interactive planning methodology and a facilitator's role (Smither,
Houston, & McIntire, 1996). The researcher served a dual role as a facilitator and
participant-observer to draw personal and engaged experience perspectives (Patton,
2002).
Researcher Role of Participant Observer/Facilitator
Participant observation is a qualitative research approach used to collect data on
cultures, people, or processes (Kawulich, 2005). When engaging in qualitative
research, there are three ways to obtain data: interviews, direct observation, and
written documents such as diaries, photographs, or surveys (Patton, 2002).
Anthropologists use observation as a traditional method for rigorous investigative
fieldwork in the study of behaviors and cultures. Participant observation has also been
used for decades by sociologists, social psychologists and management researchers
and practitioners to study a wide variety of contemporary organizational issues such
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as observing employees in a call center, observing urgent care nurses, humanizing and
personalizing evaluations, valuing and facilitating collaboration (Patton, 2002). The
researcher's role centered on the field-based participation and direct observation of
the problem-solving process within the interactive planning methodology and preplanning sessions.
Gold (1958) states that the researcher's participation level can rest upon the
characteristics of observations from four positions (as cited by Kawulich, 2005):
1. Full participation, where the researcher's role is concealed but wholly
involved as a study group member.
2. The participant is an observer, where the researcher is a member of the
group, and the members are aware of the researcher's activities.
3. An observer as a participant, where the researcher is a participant,
maintaining the primary function to collect data.
The last role is a complete observer, where the researcher is in full sight or
hidden, and the study subjects are unaware of the observation (Kawulich, 2005).
Spradley (1980) added that the five participation types are complete, active, moderate,
passive, and nonparticipation, each having a corresponding degree of involvement.
Complete participation has the highest degree of involvement in which the
observer ordinarily participates. Active participation involves doing what others do to
gain a fuller understanding of the cultural rules and behaviors. Moderate participation
is where the observer balances between participation and observation. Passive
participation is the lowest degree of involvement, observing mainly as a spectator or
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bystander with minimal interaction. Nonparticipation observes to collect data
(Spradley, 1980).
Spradley (1980) describes three types of participation similar to Kawulich's
participation observer types, of which two are dissimilar. The two different
participation types are moderate and active participation. Spradley (1980) notes two
different participation types: moderate and active participation. Moderate
participation strikes a balance between the duality of observation and participation,
while active participation incorporates a level of learning and mastery to increase
understanding (Patton, 2002). However, Spradley (1980) did not indicate the
participant-observer's awareness by the study group. In addition to data collection,
the researcher actively participated in idealized design sessions to link the learning
and mastery components for techniques to bolster interactive planning effectiveness.
Kawulich (2005) states that obtaining data through participant observation
allows the researcher to note the phenomena of participants' feelings and interactions.
The researcher used an account of collaborative interrelationships between
stakeholders and observed behavior patterns and practices during the design session.
(Bloomberg and Volpe, 2016).
Interactive planning requires collaborative efforts from its participants, drawing
on creative minds that, in essence, form the idealized intervention. Barb, Thomas,
Dodge, Squire, and Newell (2004) described the research methodology as design
ethnography. Maxwell (2005) added that qualitative researchers' informal
intervention is a traditional practice when a formal intervention is lacking. Through
immersion in the participants' cultural context, the human capacity of empathy can
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emerge, motivating the researcher to seize the opportunity to insert self in the design
process by facilitation. Thomas (1993) stated that critical ethnography combines
cultural focus and commitment to use and understand research findings for critiques
that foster societal change (as cited by Patton, 2002).
In addition to design ethnography, the researcher participated in a facilitator's
role to experience the process activities leading to the idealized design directly.
Schwarz (2017) noted that this role would remove the researcher from making
decisions about the design outcome and maintaining mutual learning (Spradley, 1980).
Ericksson (2007) argued that there might not be mutual learning but irresolvable
conflicts and prevailing social power structures that might impede the facilitator's
mutual learning role. Ackoff, Magidson, and Addison (2006) contended that the
participants' effectiveness dramatically increases with an experienced facilitator
familiar with the idealized design and understands group dynamics. Erickson (2007)
stated that the level of stakeholder participation rests with a mixture of interests,
prioritization, and whether the participant was an internal or external stakeholder,
and the invitation to participate in the process.
Researcher’s Assumptions
There are underlying assumptions that the researcher anticipated in this study.
These assumptions included the participants’ filtering responses through personal
biases based on life phenomena and valid and transparent views on the interactive
planning process based upon paradigms (Patton, 2002). These paradigms include
social positions, historical and political perspectives (Barab et al., 2004). The
researcher surmised that participants lack a basic understanding of systems thinking.
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At the very outset of a design session, the participant-observer or another facilitator
clarified the meaning of system thinking and its application and relevance to the design
session (Patton, 2002 and Senge, 1990). As a result, the participants share information
and ideas and display a social commitment to the design, creation, and implementation
through inquiry (Barab et al., 2004).
Appreciative inquiry is a methodological approach that assumes organizations
and communities have several untapped and positive resources (Cooperrider and
Whitney, 2005). Shifting conversations shrouded by a positive framework provides
better outcomes that generate idealistic and actionable possibilities (Stavros and
Torres, 2018). The researcher drew from experience as a participant-observer and
facilitator to provide the basis for generalized intervention practices using interactive
planning and appreciative inquiry methodologies while fulfilling the participantobserver’s role.
Significance of the Study
This study's relevance was to identify improvements to the interactive planning
process by examining the characteristics of facilitators, interactive planning methods,
and applied tools. The system-based research approach allows the facilitator to
consider the context, including the whole environment of the client culture, and
methods and tools applied by the stakeholders for problem-solving. The facilitation
approach cultivates the appreciation of individual perspectives and interests but
focuses on the concatenation among people and system elements rather than
exclusively on the individual perspective. As a participant-observer, the researcher
understood that it is not the researcher's perspective alone but the interaction
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between a myriad of elements that co-produces understanding and meaning.
The significance of the study evolved from the perspective of the researcher as a
participant-observer. The researcher focused on the practitioner's delicate balance of
not only understanding problem-solving techniques but also considering the added
elements of organizational dynamics and human dimensions of values, attitudes,
beliefs, or perceptions when solving problems. This study evaluated related methods
for solving problems that provided a broader perspective of incorporating several
approaches. This study concurrently disclosed the dynamic social systems
interactions needed to foster viable interventions for an effective interactive planning
session outcome.
Definition of Terms:
Cynefin Framework- Snowden and Boone (2007)- helps leaders/practitioners
determine the current operative context so that they can make
appropriate choices. Straightforward and complicated domains
assume an ordered universe. Complex and chaotic contexts
universes are un-ordered. There is no immediately apparent
relationship between cause and effect, and the way forward is
determined based on emerging patterns.
Facilitator Bens (2012)- known as a person who helps a group of people
understanding their goals and assists the goal in obtaining objective
without taking a position during conversational exchange.
Facilitation Killermann and Bolger (2016)-, is described as a style used to engage
others towards a goal and requires two key roles- a facilitator(s)
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and participants, where the participants are guided through
discussion to reach their own conclusions.
Interactive Planning Ackoff (2001) describes this as a methodology directed at
creating the future. It is based on the belief that an organization’s
future depends at least as much on what it does between now and
then, as on what is done to it. This type of planning consists of the
design of a desirable present and the selection or intervention of
ways of approximating it as closely as possible. It creates its future
by continuously closing the gap between where it is at any moment
in time and where it would most like it to be.
Organizational Development Smither, Houston, and McIntire (1996)- it is a
theory and practice of bringing planned changes to organizations.
These changes are designed to address an organizational problem or
help an organization prepare for the future. Interventions are the
techniques practitioner use to bring change.
Participant Observer Spradley (1980)-otherwise known as ethnography, is
concerned with the meaning of actions and events of the people we
seek to understand. The level of understanding includes
fundamental aspects of the human experience: what people do,
know, make, and use through cultural artifacts, behaviors, and
knowledge.
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Problem-solving Ackoff (1978) based on first understanding what a problem is. A
problem is, conceptualized in five components: The one(s) faced
with the problem, the decision-maker(s). Those aspects of the
problem, the decision-maker can control the controllable variables.
Those aspects of the problem situation the decision-maker cannot
control but those who, together with the controlled variables can
affect the outcome the choice: the uncontrolled variables.
Constraints imposed from within or without on the possible values
of the controlled and uncontrolled variables. The possible outcomes
produced jointly by the decision maker’s choice and the
uncontrolled variables.
Problem-solving is when the decision-maker selects those values of the
controlled variables, which maximize the value of the outcome; that
is, optimized. If the selected values of the controlled variables that
do not maximize the value of the outcome, but produces an outcome
that is good enough, then the decision-maker has resolved to
satisfice problem. If the values change so that the choices available
are no longer meaningful, then the problem is dissolved.
Systems Thinking Shuster (2018) describes this term as a framework for thinking
and making inferences about a system’s driving forces that affect,
impact and shapes its behavior and developing a deeper
understanding of its interrelationship structure. It encourages
holistic observation of the patterns and events that center on the
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connection and relationship between the system’s parts and
subparts. Meadows (2008) describes this term as an assemblage of
things, organized to achieve goals preservation and evolutionary
behavior. The system must contain elements that are tangible or
intangible, interconnectedness relationships, with visible and
invisible functions and purpose, i.e., non-human systems or
purposeful human systems.
Systemic Coaching Lawrence (2019)- the ability to explore beyond the dyadic
coaching relationship between the coach and client and peer into
the impact of the variables that affect systemic relationships.
Theory of Constraints Goldratt (1990)- every system is built with a purpose.
Before any system improvement, the system’s goal, and a
measurement of the goal are judged to determine the impact on
subsystems. A system’s constraint is anything that limits a system
from achieving performance verses its goal.
Summary
The success of an idealized design is contingent not only on how well the
organization creates its idealized design, gathers its resources to fill the gap between
its current and future states but how well it learns and adapts to the contextual
changes within its environment. The design process is iterative. The dynamics of the
relationships foster iterations that beckon a continual pursuit of improvement (Ackoff,
1999). Any organization's competitive advantage is contingent upon its ability to
quickly adapt to changing contexts, sustainable improvements, identification, and
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resolution of problems using tools similar to the Cynefin Framework (Snowden and
Boone, 2007). To realize a competitive advantage, knowledge of theories and
methodologies and the dynamics of problem-solving are essential. Systems thinking is
a holistic theory that builds a contextual structure to understand environmental
architecture by identifying organizational parts and subparts of a system boundary.
Understanding the relationship and interactions between systems parts and subparts
is fundamental for finding problem solutions and connecting them systemically.
Incorporating interactive planning idealized design as an intervention tool
draws on skilled facilitators' talents to foster collaborative enterprise from
organizational stakeholders. This intervention helps to identify the problem and
implore appropriate diagnostic tools, analysis, analytics, and process management
skills for implementation. Complementary theories and methodologies of
organizational development and theories of constraint enrich the idealized design.
Borrowing and synthesizing aspects of each complementary methodology maximizes
an effective idealized design outcome. Although a holistic approach to solving
problems, systems thinking can potentially breathe hypocrisy if, when used, the
applicator rejects the value of other methodologies than interactive planning that may
be a better strategic fit to solve organizational problems. Interactive planning is the
methodology used to dissolve problems and is the foundation for ideating innovative
and creative design outcomes.
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Chapter Two
Review of Literature
Introduction
This literature review blended several frameworks, models, theories, and
concepts centered on both the interactive planning intervention and facilitation
processes. The intervention focused on combining methodologies, methods, and
frameworks needed to successfully execute systems thinking interactive planning. To
understand the dynamics of interactive planning, an understanding of its evolution and
composition of various schools of thought that complement this body of knowledge is
crucial to successful implementation.
The cognitive, humanistic, and behavioral schools of thought undergird systems
thinking, organizational development, and theories of constraints. Pioneers and
strategists may have used these methodologies in isolation; however, as with many
organizational change initiatives, a dissociative process impedes capitalization of these
methodologies’ effectiveness. Weisberg (2015) contended that the most idealistic
approach to solving problems incorporates a diverse group of processes that enable
integrating insight rather than a single approach method.
This research study incorporated a broad methodological approach that
identified the actual application of systems thinking. The research included a multidisciplinary approach for correlating theoretical frameworks, methodologies, and
emerging learning paradigms.
The activities and process of interactive planning harmonize the relationship
between the facilitator consultant, stakeholders, team structure, organization
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architecture, and facilities, which adds to the idealized outcome. Interactive planning
sets the contextual framework for intervention and focuses on outlining a strategy for
conducting investigations to identify problems that occur in design sessions.
Although interactive planning sets the framework for problem-solving, it is least
capable when used in isolation. Solving problems requires borrowing from several
theoretical frameworks allowing the facilitator or consultant practitioner a full scope
of multiple strategic resources, contributing to a successful outcome. In this research
study, the researcher organized the literature review in a logical progression of
interactive planning phases with supplemental theoretical architecture that underpins
its effectiveness.
Systems Thinking Origin of Design
Throughout history, humanity has always sought the "Gordian knot" method to
solve problems as in ancient civilization. Because we do not understand the nature of
the cause and effect relationship of a problem, we tend to cut through to get to a
solution without realizing that problems tend to reoccur or new problems develop
after implementing a "fix."
Pioneer organizational theorist Russell L. Ackoff felt that the theory and practice
of applied statistical methodologies diverged from the Industrial Revolution, and there
is little to nothing to connect our understanding about the things we do. Systems
thinking is the ability to conjecture about the behavior with an in-depth understanding
of an underlying structure (Schuster, 2018). The theoretical posture of Ackoff (2006),
Watson (2010), and Shuster (2018) set the basis for consideration of the disconnection
of relational values of problems within systems parts and sub-parts. Starr (2018)
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further added that there is no value or benefit to deconstruct or simplify some
problems. One cannot reduce or simplify a problem to a single root cause or address
the "bad part" of a problem without creating other unforeseen consequences.
Senge (1990) penned that systems thinking is a language that describes
relational forces and the understanding of the relationships, which embodies systems
behavior. Systems thinking was first introduced by Austrian biologist Ludwig von
Bertalanffy Haines, whose objective was to discover the harmony between science and
complex living things. Bertalanffy (1969) and Haines (2005) postulated that systems
thinking is a higher revolution of critical thinking that is more extensive and practical
than analytical or reductionist thinking. Bertalanffy (1969) and Haines (2005) also
contended that systems thinking is the natural way our world works and yields a
simpler holistic view of the context and dynamic world of individuals, teams, and
organizations.
Bertalanffy (1969) further posited that four interrelated concepts help
understand the complex world in which we live. These four concepts include:
1. The DNA Strand includes the Seven Levels of Living Systems: cell, organ,
organism, group, organization, society, and supranational system.
2. The Twelve Natural Laws of Living Systems on Earth, which points to
organized internal and external human connection and comparing
organizational dynamic best practices.
3. Fundamentals of the systems thinking framework include a
comprehensive approach integrating holistic systems thinking through
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"backward thinking." This approach starts with the desired future, then
works backward to develop plans, strategies, and actions to "close the
gap" and reach desired outcomes."
4. The Rollercoaster of Change, the natural and historical reaction to any
desired change.
Like Bertalanffy's four concepts, Ackoff (2006) and Watson (2010) opined that
our world is composed of parts and subparts that are interdependent and
interconnected. Ackoff (1999) identified the essential parts and subparts of systems
and the system's point gaps. Ackoff defined systems as having the following properties
(Ackoff, 1999):
1.

The whole [system] has one or more defining properties or functions.

2.

Each part of the system affects the behavior or properties of the
whole.

3.

There is a subset of parts that is sufficient in one or more
environments for carrying out the defining functions of the whole;
each of these parts is necessary but insufficient for carrying out this
defining function.

4.

The way each essential part of a system affects its behavior or
properties depends on (the behavior or properties of) at least one
other essential part of the system.

5.

The effects of any subset, essential to whole system parts, depending
on the behavior of at least one other such subset.
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Ackoff (1999) contended that part of the divergence from systems thinking is
due to limited perspectives that precipitate the exclusion of some system parts. Solely
relying on statistical data to describe and measure reality is insufficient in supporting
management decisions. Haines (2005) claimed that systems thinking is a foundational
structure, but his premise for understanding system complexity leans more towards a
reductionist approach.
Ackoff's (1999) interactive planning methodology stands contrary that to
understand the purposefulness and function of a part, there must be an understanding
of the whole containing environment (Jackson, 2011). These theories appear
oppositional, contending that Bertalanffy's DNA strand subdivides into two categories
of living and non-living. Cells, organs, and organisms make up one group, and DNA
elements include groups, organizations, society, and supranational systems. Subcategorical identification of these systems consists of complex evolving systems- or
complex adaptive systems (Jackson, 2011). The subdivision further aligns the
purposefulness of what is co-produced because of such interaction.
Watson (2009) and Jackson (2011) postulated that systems are linked by the
interactions between people and things, working and probing the cultural,
psychologically, with resulting social-environmental implications. This purposeful
system's collaborative objectivity allows its members to find a higher purpose
collectively and with intentionality.
Systems thinking theorists like Ackoff (2006), Jackson (2011, 2019), and Watson
(2009) asserted that the holistic approach is best to find the answer to a problem
outside the containing system for which the problem exists. Meadows (2008)
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contended that societal problems also benefit from a reductionist thinking approach
because people tend to look without, rather than within, to find the cause of problems
and solutions.
Meadows (2008) further noted that systems thinking and reductionism are
complementary, and the circumstance surrounding the problem requires a multi-lens
approach- microscope, human-scope, and telescope. As Albert Einstein stated,
"Without changing our patterns of thought, we will not be able to solve the problems
we create with our current patterns of thought" (Ackoff, 1999). These paradigms
demonstrate a multi-lens approach to problematic situations to obtain the best course
of action from each type of lens, pending the required outcome. Contrary to Ackoff's
(1999) posture on solving problems, Weisberg (2015) asserted that it is neither a
matter of solving problems nor a matter of wrong or right theory, but the practice of
incorporating a practical approach integrating more than one theoretical perspective.
The lens type is reflective of three problem-solving theoretical approaches:
1.

Microscope Lens- Theory of Constraints defines a system's global goal
and measures, identifying the limiting factor(s) that constrain or block
the system from reaching its overall purpose (Goldratt, 1990).

2.

Human Lens- Organizational Development (OD)– the convention of
applying interventional techniques that fosters organizational change
(Smither et al., 1996).

3.

Telescopic Lens- Systems Thinking- Understanding system parts and
sub-parts from a holistic perspective and dissolving problems by
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understanding the functions of said parts and subparts as vital for the
performance of the whole (Ackoff, 1978; 1981; 1999 and Jackson,
2011).
To begin a change in any organizational structure, understanding the dynamics
of what needs changing is crucial to successful outcomes. The levels of complexity
exceed average levels of comprehension and problem-solving capacity (Ackoff, 1978).
Theoretical approaches, such as complexity theory, theories of constraints,
organizational development, and systems thinking, embody tools to solve problems,
and each had successes and failures during execution and implementation.
Complexity Theory
Complexity theory is a systemic approach that focuses on disorder, randomness,
irregularities, instabilities, unpredictability, and change that shifts the emphasis
towards a creative response (Jackson, 2011). This shift requires managers to change
organizational views about their compartmentalized processes towards thinking about
their processes as systems (Jackson, 2011). What many problem solvers fail to
understand is the parts of complex systems in terms of their relationships with each
other and the whole system ((Jantsch, 1980), (Wheatley, 1992), (Capra, 1996)). It is
the pattern of the relationships that determine what a system does, not the individual
parts. It is the number of parts and how they interact that define a given system’s
complexity (as cited by Jackson, 2011).
Sinha (2014) stated that three main dimensions of complexity emerged in
system design and development (as cited by John Pourdehnad DSL session
presentation, 2017). These systems include:
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1. Structural Complexity pertains to the underlying system architecture
or, more generally, the enabling infrastructure.
2. Dynamic/Interactive Complexity- system behavior or process is
running on the underlying infrastructure.
3. Organizational Complexity- relates to the system development
process and the organizational structure of the development team.
Sullivan (2011) postulated that complexity is a sum of interacting heterogeneous
agents determining how a system will behave and its emergent characteristic. The
emergent property influences cognitive diversity but does not necessitate a higher
intellectual curiosity level even with different skills and experiences. The correlation
between these theories, supported by Sullivan (2011), originates from the complex
emergent systems behavioral attributes of heterogeneity. However, awareness of the
complexity levels with heterogeneous agents does not equate to the diversity of
thought when incorporating design thinking, underpinning uncertainty, or the
unknown complexity element.
From ancient history to the present day Contemporary Period, curiosity is the
catalyst for finding out the “why,” the impetus for change. Although some may hope for
this, problems do not solve themselves, and many times the problem does not manifest
itself without multiple causes. As problems do not exist without a cause, problems will
not cease to exist without a plan of intervention. The problems we experience link
directly to the disconnections in our systems (Watson, 2010). Solving problems is
neither something we want nor embrace; it is something we all do (Armson, 2011).
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Ackoff (1981; 1999) stated that problems are not discretionary, and regardless
of wealth or position, problems woven in the fabric of complexities have mutated into
a terrible mess. Such complexities compound the ability to navigate the containing
system or system landscape with approaches to solve or control problems. Such
complexities demand a detour from the traditional worldview to a more creative
process of systemic thinking with emergent solutions that underpin the
interdependencies and connectedness of the system processes.
Theorists are at opposite extremes of the pendulum of problem-solving. Watson
(2010) posited problem-solving as an indifferent crucial task; Ackoff (1981, 1999)
purported that problem solving is an impervious task. These positions seem
oppositional in the approach to solving problems. Ackoff (1981, 1999) contended that
solving a problem is contingent on the degree of complexity. Ackoff (1978) stated that
the more complex a problem, the less likely “we” can address the problem correctly. If
we cannot address a problem correctly, we eliminate “all” or everyone from the
category of being able to solve a problem.” Watson (2010) opined that if systems
interactions are well designed, problem-solving is possible. Although there are
complexities in solving problems, such complexities require a higher degree of
awareness and responsiveness than an apathetic approach to solving problems.
Problem Diagnosis, Problem Solving and Complexity
Organizational development focuses on diagnosing the problems based on
understanding how organizational processes ideally function (Smither et al., 1996).
From this premise, inquiries into the essential factors for functionality lead to an
assessed determination of hindrances to ideal performance — the hindrances, labeled
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as problems, use comparative approaches to identify the systemic process to solve
these problems.
Systems are in a constant state of change due to the interaction of its parts as it
seeks to process a continuous flow of matter, energy, and information from its internal
and external environments (Jackson, 2011). Systems are continually in flux; therefore,
it impossible to control or predict outcomes. Snowden and Boone (2007) stated that
complex systems are more challenging to manage because:
a. They involve a large number of interactive elements.
b. They are non-linear, with minor changes causing disproportion and
significant consequences.
c. They encompass the sum of the whole is greater than its parts.
d. They have solutions that emerge but are not imposed.
e. They evolve, which is irreversible.
f. In hindsight, solutions do not lead to foresight- nor predictability.
Leaders often approach problems with little understanding of the nature of a
problem and blunder opportunities to use the appropriate resource application
required for correction, stabilization, or solution (Ackoff, 1978). Snowden and Boone
(2007) stated that the Cynefin Framework (Figure 1) identifies four-quadrant domains
that factor problem identification and contexts that identify the nature of the
relationship between the cause and effect of a problem. The domains include:
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1. Simple- cause and effect are known. Orderly context and the solution is
known.
2. Complicated- the cause is known, but the effect is not known. The
context is ordered and requires expert knowledge.
3. Complex- the cause and effect are both unknown. The context is
unordered, requiring creativity and innovation.
4. Chaotic-incomprehensible. The context is unordered.
Figure 1
Cynefin Framework
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The first step in solving problems is problem recognition (Schwenk and Howard,
1982). Signals flow throughout organizations alerting leadership of seething pits of
problems. What appeals to leaders are options that historically solve the same types of
problems. Ackoff (1978) purported that there are three conditions a problem must
satisfy: three things done to a problem.
The first condition requires that options are made available to the decisionmaker. Secondly, the options proposed must have effectual significance. Lastly, the
decision-maker lacks the certainty of which option to choose from the alternatives
presented. The three things done to a problem include resolving, solving, and
dissolving (Ackoff, 1978). Ackoff (1978) excluded absolution from problem-solving
options because inactivity is not an answer in solving problems. Problem resolving
orbits around setting a clinical course of action in which outcomes satisfy or suffice.
The course of resolution is qualitative, relying primarily on past judgments. Problemsolving uses scientific and mathematical models focused on a course of action to
optimize the best possible outcome. Dissolving a problem entails changing the nature
of the environment in which the problem exists, where the ideal state, absent of the
problem, is designed.
Weisberg (2015) contends that there is a two-mode solution-based for solving
problems. The first mode centers on analytical thinking that draws from experience,
and the other is insight based on an achieved emergent level of understanding. While
Ackoff (1978), Weisberg (2015), and Smither et al. (1996) appended that in addition to
understanding the problem, diagnosis of the problem is imperative in the second
mode. The systematic process to diagnosing a problem include:
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1. Sensing the ideal functionality of an organization.
2. Selecting an organizational system model that embodies the ideal
organization.
3. Collection of data on organizational process functions then compare to the
selected model.
4. Finding problem areas through identifying discrepancies.
5. Grow change strategies to help solve problems.
While Smither et al. (1996), Ackoff (2006), and Snowden and Bonne (2007)
asserted the crucial necessity of identifying problems, the Knoster Leadership Matrix
(Figure 2) provides a graphic depiction of organizational architecture for change
management and insights into contextual behaviors that underlay and add to the
complexity of organization problems. According to Ackoff (2006), an awareness of an
organization’s dynamic architecture is critical for the facilitation of an idealized
session. From a holistic view, organizational system processes include elements of
leadership, shared vision, collaboration, strategy, skills, resources, incentives, data,
governance, and communication within formal or informal environments. If any
element is missing when implementing an intervention or organizational design,
outcomes are ineffective.
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Figure 2
Leading Complex Change

Snowden and Boone (2007) opined that there are conditions about a problem
that exists and properties inherent in the problem, and when the context of the
problem changes, the leader must adapt. However, Meadows’ (2008) viewpoint
challenged the validity of problem-solving in the vein of the theories, methodologies,
and frameworks presented that focus on conditions outside the containing
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environment for cause and effect diagnosis. In a complex social system, regardless of
the domain in which the problem exists or the actions to obtain satisfaction, system
optimization hinges on the decision maker’s expertise and skill set and facilitator who
drives the direction to the expected end (Jackson, 2011).
The condition of the state of the expected end is rooted in uncontrollable
variables. Gharajedaghi (2011) contends that system boundaries consist of controlled
and uncontrolled variables, and there is a level of influence that impacts the
uncontrollable environment with greater unpredictability. Complexity theory, a way
of viewing the emergent interactions between technical, cultural, and global
challenges, accedes to these conditions. Environmental conditions revolve around
study participants in the form of stakeholders as they represent employees and
leaders. These environmental conditions include individual beliefs and convictions
that surface during the idealization phase fostering uncontrollable and unpredictable
outcomes.
Also, complex systems frameworks have multiple properties (Figure 3)
subjected to constant pattern changes due to the interactions between system
properties. These properties include multiplicity- the number of possible interacting
elements; interdependence- the level of intimacy or closeness of the elements; and the
level of diversity or heterogeneity of the elements (Sargut and McGrath, 2011). Once
there is clarity in understanding the relationship between the system structure and the
system behavior, one obtains the necessary knowledge and recognition of system
behavior patterns, then demonstrating appropriate and accomplishable behavior
shifts. The interaction between individuals and system element properties will impact
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the best-laid plans (Meadows, 2007). These interactions change the connection of
these properties, and proponents agree that the best that we can do is manage the
mess (Ackoff 2001).
Figure 3
Complex Systems

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Complex_systems_organizational_map.jpg

Critical skill sets in solving problems include understanding the type of problem
identifying the resources available to address the problem, and having an acute
awareness of the consequences that the problems evoke (Ackoff, 1978). The objective
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is not to solve the problem but recognize the specific part of the situation or the
environment containing the system where the problem exists. This skill set also
includes understanding the process of examining system parts is not solution driven
but aid in synthesization information about the relationship between the part and
subpart.
Identifying the relationship between systems parts and subparts helps with
recognizing functions and understanding organization problems, enabling problem
resolution, solution, or dissolution (Ackoff et al., 2006). Problem resolution
incorporates looking at historical experiences on previous problem handling. Once
one identifies the process, the intervener determines the approach to adapt to the
current situation.
When attempting problem resolution, one looks for outcomes that satisfy or
suffice the client organization's need(s). Solving a problem entails a hard systems
approach that focuses on optimizing the outcome by using analytical and quantitative
methods to achieve the best possible result. Dissolving the problem goes far beyond
solving or resolving a problem, and does not entail an organized approach but
ventures spontaneous creativity. The creation is a redesign of the system in which the
problem no longer exists. Theorist Snowden and Boone (2007), Jackson (2011), and
Meadows (2008) would agree with the classification of the problems to provide a
contextual reference on what approaches and methodologies to use; however,
interactive planning proponents would argue that most would settle on resolving or
solving a problem (Ackoff, 1981; 2001).
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Dissolving a problem requires a broader worldview mindset shift, and people
who are generally comfortable in their mess are unaware of the behavioral change
needed to effect this approach. Even with challenges in addressing problems, clarifying
the problem to facilitate better decision-making choices is essential to better outcomes
(Ackoff et al., 2006).
Project Management Techniques
Looking at the methods of decision-making for answering a problem goes
beyond mapping the process. Project management users employ techniques and
various tools to identify or diagnose critical problems. Unlike systems thinking, which
focuses on a holistic emergent approach to solving complex problems, project
management focuses on measuring the successful progression of complicated
problems identified by the client organization. However, most often, even with project
management, the project's focus is on a single organizational problem, and the project
focuses on solving or resolving a problem. Project management techniques are similar
to lean practices that map functional processes, look for areas of deficiency that
represent a weakness in the chain or a link of that process, and focuses on correcting
the identified weaknesses of a single process. Project management tools and
techniques best accompany systems thinking after the idealized design session but
during the realization phase of means planning and the implementation and control
phases.
Theory of Constraints
Similarly, the theory of constraints engages organizational stakeholders in
identifying favorable and unfavorable patterns or organizational behaviors. The theory
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of constraints entails identifying behavior patterns that the organization has but does
not want and those patterns and behaviors it desires but does not have (Schragenheim,
1999). Goldratt (1990) noted that the use of cause-and-effect principles explores the
identification of an organizational problem and prioritizes resources from nonconstraint areas, exploiting the constraint component to maximize performance
capacity. Goldraff (1990) also noted that the theoretical backdrop for the theory of
constraints pertains to product manufacturing facilities. The concepts translate into
the business setting depicting the reductionist approach to solving problems that
exclude other hidden or underlying causes (Jackson, 2011).
In managing problems, managers typically focus on the problem and the
processes, but not the people. Many problems seen by management are surface issues
that are symptomatic of deeper hidden problems. Block (2011) opines that the
perceived problem is not the problem, and redefining strategy to identify the problem
is needed. Organizations can employ facilitation and consultants to help manage a
particular outcome, whether resolving, solving, or dissolving problems. The Cynefin
Framework identifies the context for complex problems and the resources needed.
Merely understanding the problem context is insufficient, reflecting why problems
continue to perpetuate to this day.
Ackoff (1978; 1981) stipulated that solving problems is an art and a synthesis of
a clinical approach. Although using systems thinking with every problem encountered
will not necessarily produce the desired answer, systemically thinking provides a
better understanding of what tools are needed to help address the problem. However,
Meadows (2008) challenged this stipulation stating that the process is more than an
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art and includes techniques and interventions used to precipitate outcomes. The part
of the art that is missing is the cooperation of social system components. Systems
thinking is a holistic approach. Although it engages stakeholder participants, its
premise assumes the participants' cooperation and commitment to accept, support, or
participate in the desired outcome(s).
Interactive Planning using Mess Formulation & Idealization
Jackson (2011) opines that interactive planning is a methodology used to
grapple with increased organizational complexities, diversity, and change, which
managers routinely confront- called a “mess.” Mess is the colloquial term used to
describe multiple systems of unpredictable and continual problems (Ackoff, 1981).
One cannot achieve performance improvement in the system by improving each
separate part of the mess (Watson, 2010). Doing so will destroy the integrity of the
system integration, which gives strength to the system. Not addressing the weakest
part of the system will eventually destroy the whole system—the theory of constraints
coins this process of dedicating resources to the weakest area as subordination.
Subordination is where all system resources are focused on strengthening the weak
part of the system (Goldraff, 1990). One of the critical factors of a weak system is
flawed thinking, which may not have an immediate impact; but eventually create
systemic problems (Watson, 2010).
Ackoff (2001) identified it as the mess that occurs when managers’ flawed
thinking focuses on organizational growth through increased productivity and revenue
instead of developing its people and streamlining processes. Additional examples of
flawed thinking include:
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a.

When managers do not know how to measure what they want, they
settle on wanting what they can measure.

b. The more time managers spend time trying to get rid of what they
do not want, the less likely they are to get what they do want.
c. The less critical an issue is, the more time managers spend
discussing it.
d. The more critical the problem a manager asks for consultants for
help on, the less practical and costly the solutions are likely to be.
Interactive planning incorporates design and intervention to dissolve the
problem by engaging stakeholders in designing a flexible solution. If dissolving the
problems is performed incorrectly, the intervention process becomes part of the mess,
creating future problems. Ohlsson (2011) stated that creative thinking is the defining
catalyst to promulgate design change, based on reaching an impasse of modern ideas
(as cited by Weisberg, 2015). Weisberg (2015) argued that when presented with a
problem, it redistributes previous thoughts, and analytical thinking does not include
creative thinking. The flawed thinking that confronts leaders is contingent upon
reverting to habitual thought patterns aligned with historical practices of problemsolving (Ackoff, 2001).
Situational Analysis
Problem-solving is part of a transdisciplinary exercise of the problem
identification process (Wahl, 2018). Schwenk & Howard (1982) stated that
formulating the problem is a two-step process. The process consists of mapping the
conditions, symptoms, causes, and triggers to minimize solving the wrong problem
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and then diagnosing it. Meadow (2007) added that system analysis is more than a
mapping process but includes a compilation of data, time graphs, and other historical
information, presenting a depiction of the long-term behavior that provides insight
into the underlying structure.
Such insight provides a comprehensive approach in the attempt to solve
organizational problems. Pounds (1969) stated that there is a four-stage process to
finding a problem before solving a problem (as cited by Schwenk and Howard, 1982).
These stages include: 1) choosing a model for problem-solving and outcome
predictions, 2) select models and predictions compared to reality, 3) after the reality
comparison, a problem difference is selected, and 4) along with an implementation of
management activities, transforming variables into a pre-planned outcome.
Weisberg (2015) and Maier (1969) discuss two types of problems in comparison
with the Cynefin Framework, which identifies four domains of problems (as cited by
Schwenk & Howard, 1982). The first, Type-I, the problem has high-quality standards,
and solutions are easy to obtain acceptance. The second, Type-II problem, is subject to
internal political and bargaining proceedings and acceptance based on quality (as
cited by Schwenk and Howard, 1982). Schwenk and Howard (1982) contended that
there is a four-stage model for problem formation. This model is similar to interactive
planning mess formulation (Table 1), where the mess is a system of interrelated
current and future threats and opportunities describing current organizational
behaviors that emerge from the interactions.
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Table 1
Four Stage Problem Solving Model Comparisons
SCHWENK & HOWARD
ACKOFF'S MESS
PROBLEM FORMULATION
FORMULATION
Gap Identification/problem recognition

Situational Analysis
Study

Problem diagnosis/formulation

Obstruction Analysis
Study

Alternative Generation

Reference Projection
Study

Alternative Selection

Reference Scenario

Ackoff (1999) also asserted that one of the primary steps an organization must
perform is a situational analysis to determine the purpose of the organization, the
environment in which it operates, and the clarification of its current condition. A
situational analysis includes an assessment of the data resources collected to
understand the state of an organization. The assessment will include what the
organization does in its business environment, personnel procedures and practices,
organization operations, and obstructions that deviate from and prevent optimal
performance. The obstructions include the conflicts in the organization that affect
relations at each level and cross-organization.
Similarly, Goldraff (1990) postured that theories of constraint paradigms actions
identify the undesirable effects or core organizational problem, but dissimilarly,
immerse in the pursuit of a singular plausible cause. Although systems thinking and
theory of constraints call for diagnostic methods through the situation analysis and
identify core problems, the internal data must provide insight to prepare a clear
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strategy to pursue organizational transformation. Schwenk and Howard (1982)
suggested that problem formulation and data gathering performed using different
morphological or Delphi procedures.
While morphological analysis is a methodical approach to evaluating new
processes and product development, a Delphi procedure incorporates a process in
which groups anonymously participate in a phased problem-solving exercise.
Organizational development uses several diagnostic tools to examine the
organization’s architecture and diagnostic process, assessing the current
organizational state (Smither et al., 1996). The process includes:
•

developing a sense of ideal organizational functionality,

•

identifying an ideal organization model,

•

comparing the ideal organization to the selected model and the
associated discrepancies, and

•

developing a change strategy.

Comparably, action research methodology is a theoretical framework that
examines the relationship between diagnosis, change, and feedback to solve problems.
Its scouting phase is comparative to the situational analysis phase of interactive
planning. The scouting phase of the Planned Change Model includes a compilation of
information and data to create a description of the organization (Smither et al., 1996).
Each methodology has variations of obtaining internal and external information;
however, none provide a viable process for best approach practices. Expertise learned
from prior experience is essential in developing the orientation for obtaining such
information. A struggle may ensue while navigating the study participants’
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epistemological and ontological realities (Maxwell, 2005). It is difficult to reach the
facts of a matter when contending with deeply held prejudices stronger than the
reality of the matter, especially if anonymity is not assured (Ackoff, 1978). Ackoff
(1978) further opined that younger professionals would be less inhibited and better
equipped to obtain organizational information (Ackoff, 1999). While Ackoff (1978)
suggested that younger study participants tend to be better equipped to obtain
information, this perspective appears counterintuitive to the posture on efficiency,
effectiveness, and wisdom (Ackoff, 1999).
To efficiently and effectively conduct a situation analysis, one must couple
understanding data with problem type identification. This coupling is a crucial step
within the interactive planning process for setting the framework for an effective
outcome. It sets the direction on the next phase of action for the possible effects,
behaviors, actions, and attitudes that hinder an organization from functioning at its
optimal level and requires a skilled facilitator consultant to maneuver the complex
social system’s terrain.
Obstruction Analysis
At various times in its business life cycle, every organization confronts
operational or functional deficiencies. These constraints constitute anything that
prohibits or limits a system from meeting optimal performance in an organization
(Goldratt, 1990.) The consultant facilitator must possess foresight on how the
obstructions impact an organization and understand the types of internal or external
obstructions (Ackoff, 1978).
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The internal obstructions consist of discrepancies between formal and informal
organizational business practices and the internal conflicts between cultural norms
and beliefs. Ackoff (1978) further noted that the conflicts are relational and exist
between employees, employees, and organizational business units. Similarly, Peters &
Connors (1980) coined the term situational constraints extending the definition of
constraints to include: information, supplies, maintenance repairs and operations,
budgetary, training, time management, and the physical environment. These
situational constraints are organizational constraints that affect performance (as cited
by Pindek and Spector, 2016).
Theorists Ackoff (1978) and Jackson (2011) infer that the systems thinking
mindset constraints must also be viewed from a systemic perspective, inclusive of all
parts and subparts. Systems thinking practitioners would find difficulty identifying all
obstructions in an organization because of co-created system parts and subparts'
interactions. The use of diagnostic tools should identify the most impactful
obstructions, which bolster complexity. Although an obstruction may be restrictive, the
value in problem dissolution may not be as substantive as solving a complicated or
straightforward problem that yields significant organizational impact. However, it is
through obstruction identification that allows deeper probing into organization
messes.
Reference Projection
Reference projections are situational contingencies that reveal the
organization's posture, should the organization decline identified interventions
(Ackoff, 2001). Organizational leaders accept the assumption that there is no
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significant change in the static environment. This projection helps practitioners set the
platform for a gap analysis baseline. The gaps are the relevant factors, and whether
visible or hidden, it is crucial for organizational success or destruction (Ackoff, 1999).
The relevant factors are projected into the organization's future and display the
damage caused by identifiable and continual behavioral patterns that require essential
changes.
Reference Scenario
The reference scenario supports the synthesis of the situational analysis,
obstruction analysis, and reference projection and paints a picture of the unlikely
sustainability if the organization does not change its behavior (Jackson, 2011 and
Ackoff, 2001). The reference scenario establishes the foundational structure to build
the idealized organization by revealing inherent patterns of practices, plans, and
policies, that if left unchanged, will lead to organizational self-destruction (Jackson,
2011). The reference scenario design is the insistence for the creation of an ideal
organization.
Ends Planning
What the organization wants at the end of an idealized design session starts with
ends planning. Ends planning incorporates organizational goals and objectives for an
ideal state (Ackoff, 1999). Ackoff (1999) opined that the ideal state is a state of
unattainability because it promotes the idea of perfection. The ideal state is never
obtainable, but reaching the ideal state or state of perfection creates a path of
excellence, which is attainable. Therefore as in the ideal state, it moves an organization
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towards closing the gap between where it is and its ideal position. Ends planning
includes:
a. Mission Statement- sets the foundation for the idealized process.
b. Specification of the ideal organizational properties and behaviors-An
idealized design of the organizational structure that is flexible,
adaptable, attainable, and responsive to its future environment.
c. Gap analysis between current and future ideal state.
Ends planning is a logical step in the idealized design process. It is the crucial
step in idealization because it is the bridge that ties an organization to its future state
from its current state. The gaps equate to problems in the organization, and
conjugation of the situational analysis with problem diagnosis, problem type, and
problem domain identification will aid with select resource application. Block (2011)
states that this step’s errorless performance is critical in pinpointing actions taken
after diagnosis and problem management.
Diagnostic Tools and Applications
When observing organizational architectural structure through the lens of
organizational development, change starts with diagnosing the organization’s problem.
Having an understanding of the organization’s function is essential (Smither et al.,
1996). Nadler et al. (1992) arguably stated the efficacy of the organizational design is
crucial to organizational success; therefore, it is fundamentally critical to solving the
right problem. Systems thinking and theories of constraint use qualitative methods for
interviewing and participatory observation to incorporate structurally systematic
methods for diagnosing organizational problems.
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The organizational development diagnosis tools vary, pending the focused
outcome Smither et al., (1996). The systematic diagnostic process includes:
1. A sense of how the organization ideally functions.
2. Selection of organizational model based on the idealized functional
organization.
3. Comparison of the organization model to data collection.
4. Identification of the discrepancies that may reveal problem areas.
5. Development of strategic changes to solve problems.
Organizational development’s diagnostic approach is similar to Ackoff’s mess
formulation but differs in the interpretation of the organizations. This differentiation
stems from identifying the relationship between system parts and subparts by an
interpretive view of an organization as a sociotechnical open system (Smither et al.,
1996). This sociotechnical system receives cues from its external environment that
influences its behavior. Comparable to systems thinking, organization development
pre-classifies the organizational system environment (Figure 4). Such a layout of
organizational systems is helpful; however, having a predefined list may narrow the
option of finding solutions inside the organizational environment when the solution
may lie outside the organization.
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Figure 4
The Organization as an Open System
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When problems arise, logically, the pursuit of solving the problem follows. Most
organizations get stuck on what needs solving, or if the problem is known, how to
solve the problem becomes the next challenge. Whether there is a lack of growth,
development, or improvement, concern ensues, and the pursuit of "why" is followed.
When a person or organization is not thriving, the unhealthy predicament must
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change, considering the long-term effects that may impair restoration, improvement,
or transformation. The natural step is to seek professional help to diagnose the
problem. Many theoretical frameworks have structured processes to help diagnose
problems. Smither et al. (1996) identified five diagnostic model tools used in problem
identification. These models include:
1. The Sociotechnical Systems Theory- is an approach to organizational
change developed by the Tavistock Institute of Human Relations, which
considered the effects of changing the technology of an organization's
social structure.
2. The Contingency Theory - is a diagnostic organizational theory that the
best structure and leadership for an organization is contingent on the
organization's relationship to its environment.
3. The Six-Box Model Theory- is a model produced by OD practitioner
Marvin Weisbord that provides a practical framework for diagnosing
organizational problems. Weisbord was a strong proponent of personal
responsibility and cooperation in the workplace, consisting of formal
and informal systems where formal systems reflect implied practices
and informal systems reflected actual actions.
4. Congruency Model Theory - is a complex diagnostic model designed by
Nadler and Tushman that deals with formal, informal systems and
organization fit.
5. Change-based Organizational Framework Theory- is a comprehensive
model that includes factors that constitute the organizational setting.
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When implementing organizational change management, one has to determine
the scale of impact on an enterprise change or a subsystem change approach. The
change should focus not only on the perceived problem area but also on the
organization's interconnected or interdependent components of the problem area.
Without addressing the power and politics of change, nothing will get done. John
Maxwell (2007) stated that culture eats vision. The organization's behavior will
determine how successful the vision/mission of the organization and the critical ploy
on authority, power, and politics. Dorner (1989) contended that there is no thinking
without emotions, and the context of what we feel and what we feel includes all of our
thought decisions. Such decisions may drive behavior, and the behavior evidenced
when solving problems is a crucial barometer of success or failure when addressing
organizational problems.
An organizational interventionist must be cognizant of the key players in the
organization, the dynamics of roles, the relationships between the people who
comprise the organization, and the behavior that drives the culture. The people
component centers on the context of power and organizational authority and the
realization that those in authority may not have the power or resources to address a
problem.
One aspect of this authority is from a leadership perspective and how authority
and power attribute to leadership. Smither et al. (1996) and Senge (1990) may agree
with the assumption regarding leadership; the manager who has a deep concern for
people and sincere concern for results is the most effective leader when implementing
organizational development changes. In a closed system, as in a bureaucratic
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government setting, senior leadership positions, politics, and coercive power overrun
many of the organization's beneficial change initiatives because they change the
initiative's direction based on their perspective of the desired outcome (Jackson,
2011).
Design Thinking
Leaders have to be cognitive designers bridging the gap between hard and soft
systems thinking Checkland (1983), (as cited by Jackson, 2011). Hard systems
thinking is the synthesis of operational research, systems analysis, and systems
engineering based on clear objectives, data, and calculations based on system logic to
solve problems. Soft-systems thinking is a methodology that focuses on purposeful
intervention with human interaction to facilitate learning from various perspectives
(Jackson, 2011). We are all designers to some degree. We plan meals, trips, and rearranging our living space, and everything around us is a result of design thinking
(Cross, 2016). Design thinking ideology underpins a hands-on, user-centric approach
to problem-solving that leads to innovation, differentiation, and competitive
advantage. This hands-on user-centric approach defined by the design-thinking
process includes:
a. Empathy: Research in order to develop knowledge.
b. Definition: Combine all research and observe problem areas.
c. Ideation: Brainstorm for creative ideas that address the unmet needs
identified in the define phase.
d. Prototype: Build real, tactile representations for a subset of ideas.
e. Test: Return for feedback.
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f. Implement: Put the vision into effect.
Although several industries embrace innovation and creativity, many
organizations operate under command and control environments. Senge (1990) said
that such entrenched mindsets stifle innovative and creative thinking that leads to
better decision-making. Some leaders lack an understanding of the importance of
learning system dynamics and the benefits of feedback loops and pattern recognition
to look at deeper causal relationships rather than surface issues. It is in knowing
system archetypes that identify the patterns of systems' behaviors, regardless of
system type (Senge, 1990).
Systems knowledge gives leaders who seek resolution or solution a temporary
window of order to take action before the next change (Senge, 1990). Too often,
organizational leaders are oblivious to archetype patterns in the context or domain of
its problems. Whether simple, complicated, complex, or chaotic, leaders rarely take the
right actions at the appropriate time (Maxwell, 2007). Senge (1990) and Maxwell
(2007) postulated that pattern recognition as a criterion for problem identification is
the precursor to taking action. Knowing what to do and when to do it is a threaded
theme that underpins interactive planning and sets the platform for mitigating
problems before escalation to a level of chaos.
The organizational diagnostic tools provide a commendable perspective of what
the problem may entail. However, unlike the Cynefin Framework, they fail in clarifying
the level of complexity or the appropriate resources needed (Snowden and Boone,
2007). Pre-idealized design approaches for organizational planning centered on four
techniques: re-activist- one who focuses on the past, in-activist -one who is satisfied
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with the present, pre-activist-one who looks to the future, and inter-activist- one who
tries to create a new organization (Ackoff et al., 2006 and Jackson, 2011). When
looking at the frameworks and methodologies discussed, re-activists and pre-activists
would fair well when resolving or solving problems, aligning skill sets in simple and
complicated domains of the Cynefin Framework. The inter-activist would fare well
with the Cynefin Framework domains of complexity and chaos, dissolving the problem
through creative interpretation of the gap between idealized and current
organizational states. The in-activist falls outside this active problem-solving
framework and aligns with absolving or ignoring problems (Ackoff et al., 2006).
Interactive planning using Mess Formulation and Realization
The realization component of the mess formulation in interactive planning is the
conscious effort to bring the vision, creativity, and innovation of idealization into
reality. The transition from idealization to realization is a four-phase process that
includes means and resource planning, design implementation, and control (Ackoff et
al., 2006). The means planning entails identifying the instructions, procedures, policy,
and projects required to close or reduce the gap between the ideal and current
organizational states.
Means planning identifies the blueprint for closing the gap. Gaps (or
obstructions) identify what needs elimination, changing, or adding (Ackoff, 1999).
Research as an investigative strategy to bridge the gap between the current and deal
states improves performance and increases productivity systems processes carried in
the new design. There may be instances where a process is working well but can be
improved. The organizational development diagnostic tool appreciative inquiry;
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although, limited in focusing only on processes or things working well, is a viable
methodology to assist client organizations in gap analysis where the chasm between
the current and idealized design is minor. However, in situations where the systems
are complex and the chasm is broad, diagnostic tools and intervention resources
require a more in-depth examination of organizational formal and informal systems
and subsystems by a consultant facilitator.
A resource is not solely defined by people but by terms such as ability, talent
assets, or wealth. Ackoff et al. (2006) stated that people are an organizational resource
and money, buildings and furnishing, consumables, tangible, and intangible data.
Jackson (2011), Smither et al. (1996), and Northouse (2016) agree that appropriate
resource questions include, as with people, how much of a resource, when, and where
it is needed. Senge (1990) stated that contrary to this perspective, organizations
regard people as resources, not assets, and consideration for the talent and abilities
needs are the main focus rather than the number of resources required (Maxwell,
2007).
Ackoff (1999) opined that an employee's time and competencies are wasted on a
grand scale because although the employee's capability has increased, managers still
see employees as surrogate machines. Senge (1990) and Maxwell (2007) added that
waste is a lack of recognition of employees' talents and abilities and a lack of
understanding and knowledge on how to solve problems. Although ends and means
planning are considered two sides of a coin, the financial planning element gives it
vigor, enabling implementation.
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Implementation and control are intimately connected to ends and means
planning and are also two sides of a coin. The implementation phase transforms
specifications into instructions for means planning, clarifying the who, what, how,
when, and where. Control planning measures and monitors the performance
expectations and, if necessary, implements a corrective action plan. As the
consultant/facilitator engages the client organization, having a knowledgeable
background in the execution of interactive planning is a critical component of the
communication aspect of the engagement. The consultant facilitator must examine
methodologies and frameworks borrowed from various theoretical bodies of
knowledge for effectiveness.
Learning Organizational Architecture Impact on Problem Solving
Increased self-awareness is compulsory for growth and development. The
specifics of growth vary with each individual, but the fundamental skill is the same.
While growth is automatic, development is intentional (Maxwell, 2007). In learning
organizations, leaders habitually analyze experiences to adapt responsively to their
internal and external environments (Smither et al., 1996). McGill and Slocum (1993)
claimed that the learning organization is a process where an organization gains
awareness of the patterns and consequences of its actions developing mental modes to
understand its experiences (as cited by Smither et al., 1996).
Senge (1990) argued that the scholarly definition of a learning organization had
anthropomorphized the organization. The people, not the organization, learn and
translate the learning into viable actions that either changes the organization or
stagnate it as a "knowing" organization. Senge (1990) contended that learning
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organizations- an organization that can identify the problem, correct the problem, and
obtains feedback, can apply fixes and moves forward to maintenance and prevention.
The ability to learn and evolve demonstrates characteristics of a social system that
reflect the properties of a complex evolving or adaptive system.
If an organization is a learning organization, it is considered a complex social
evolving system in which people try to fit. Organizational fit centers on conformance to
a perceived pre-defined area or space. The structure has pre-set boundaries that
restrict forward movement based on what is known and replicated in an organization
(McGill and Slocum, 1993). A learning organization is not a matter of fitting; it is a
matter of adaptability and flexibility. If the focus is learning, there is no pre-defined
area to fit in because growth and expansion are areas in flux.
In a learning organization, boundaries have buoyancy allowing for creativity and
innovation. Its characteristics include:
a) A culture that encourages and supports learning.
b) Conduct small iterative changes to foster experiential learning.
c) Collaborative and flexible relationships between the internal and
external customer and competitors.
d) Relevant data collection.
e) Robust and equitable promotion and reward systems.
f) Role selection criteria include learning ability.
g) Willingness to unlearn old practices.
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For a client organization to maximize interactive planning methodologies,
researchers opine that these characteristics are necessary to effect the change in the
thinking needed to progress towards the idealized design.
Mindset Shift
Few, if any, ever complain about something they want to continue operating at
its present state. The complaint is usually about wanting something to change, so it is
ironic to want something to change, but the complainant does not change. To effect
change, fundamentally or practically, it begins with how the thought or mindset
processes change. To confront change, one will face one's epistemology- gained
knowledge and ontology- how reality is shaped (conceptual framework) through
societal and cultural influences. Senge (1990) defined epistemology and ontology as
mental models that are deeply ingrained assumptions and generalizations that
influence understanding and behaviors. These mental modes are tacit in nature and
powerful obstacles to effect design change. Whatever beliefs or conventions are held,
change can be a threat to beliefs held as truth and is commonly met with resistance.
The resistance is not necessarily an explicit behavioral response, but mental
traps formed not only from the way we think but also the things we do proficiently and
things we fail to do (Meadows, 2011). Resistance becomes a barrier to design
implementation and takes shape in many forms. Barriers to misunderstanding the
intent and purpose of change learned behaviors previously rewarded or fear of the
unknown focus on the individual barriers (Smither et al., 1996). However,
organizational barriers include the threat of loss of power, incompatibility with culture
change, or the dynamics of organizational relational structures.
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The condition of the cultural exchange between the leaders and followers can
result in strained relationships impinging on internal partnerships required to design
functional activities (Northouse, 2016). Smither et al. (1996) annexed the
predisposition of the resistant type of employee as Theory X. The Theory X employee
is unmotivated, irresponsible, or resist challenges that consequentially contribute to
organizational inertia. Ackoff (1978) opined that this type of thinking, thinking stuck
in the past, limits our view of the possibilities of how problems can be solved and
constrain the emergence of creativity.
Conceptually, systems thinking can expand mindsets or provide a multidimensional worldview. It allows scalable probing of deep thought processes about
the levels of parts and subparts of a whole system by understanding the system's parts
and subparts' concatenation. Typically, traditional thinking is analytical, viewing the
landscape through a myopic lens, reducing our ability to see the parts and the function
of the parts one wants to see. While Ackoff (1978) opined that systems thinking is a
higher level of critical thinking and not an essential skill or capability, Kim (1999) and
Hollnagel (2004) argued that systems thinking is ubiquitous and broadly used and that
there is no need for a definition (as cited by Manuele, 2019).
To compound the matter of process thinking, whether linear-tradition,
analytical, or non-linear, what lies beneath are the perceptions, beliefs, and visceral
convictions of individuals that intensify how we think and behave. These two factors
add to the level of complexity in any given situation.
Dialogic OD is an evolutionary organizational transformation theory that
changes an organization's thinking as adaptive organisms that readjust to its
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environments to an organization where individuals, groups, and organizational
conversations guide actions that result in self-organizing and socially constructed
realities. These realities create sustainment by prevailing narratives, stories, and
dialogue through which people make meaning about their experiences (Bushe and
Marshak, 2014, 2016).
To assist an organization with implementing its strategic plan, deviating from
traditional mindsets (Table 2) to a dialogical mindset that aids in collecting evidencebased data is requisite. Organizations must validate their processes, practices, and
procedures and identify a platform to allow the emergence of transformational
organizational change (Bushe and Marshak, 2014).
Table 2
Bushe & Marshak- The Dialogic Mindset for Transformational Change
Most Traditional Change Mindsets talk about

but the Dialogic Mindset sees

results coming from the choices, intentions and
strategies made by leaders and teams,

results emerging from the interplay of all the choices,
intentions and strategies if all the stakesholders in both
intended and unintended ways.

rational, analytical ways of makng decisions, using big
data and increasingly automated decision processes,

that far from being purely rational, people are emotional
and often unconsciously driven by the anxieties aroused
by organization life.

uncertainty and ambiguity but then proceeds to act, and that sometimes we are surprised and sometimes we are
encourage others to act, as if there was certainty and
not; we have very little control and we can never be
predictability, as if we can control large organizations an certain about what will happen next.
predict the future
organizations in the abstract, as systems, as objective
'things,' subject to impersonal, environmental and
technological forces

organizations as conversations and that what happens is
influenced by who talks with whom, in what ways, about
what, when and how.

independent, autonomous, rational individuals making
choices and taking action,

our interdependence and how we constrain and enable
each other can't get much done without the consent of
others.

wise, heroic leaders whose vision and acumen steer
their organizations to success,

that no one can control what everyone else is choosing
and doing and leaders often feel powerless to influence
their own organizations.

generalizable tools and techniques of organizing and
situations so uncertain and the local contingencies so
leading in the belief that they will improve organizations, important that any generic tools we have are of very
limited value.
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Too often, organizational leaders assume that with planned change, they can
predict the outcome. They expect that others in the organization will have the same
passion or goal because organizations frame the construct of their idea of “reality”
through social interactions insomuch as the decision-making process intertwines with
our thinking, value systems, and emotions. Dorner (1989) further appended that most
leaders are reactive and do not analyze the situation before taking action. There is a
lack of consideration given to and anticipation of side effects or repercussions in the
long term. Leaders also assume that the prescriptive corrective action was the right
action because there is no apparent consequence or immediate adverse effect. Such
leaders are also blind to emerging problems by over-engagement in projects and prone
to dubious thinking.
Complementary to Dorner’s posture on leadership’s mindset on change
management is the Force-Field Analysis Model that focuses on the forces - driving or
resisting organizational change (Lewin, 1951). These competing forces affect
organizational performance and require a strategic approach to sustain performance
changes, often identifying those components that divide the organization (Smither et
al., 1996).
Role of the Facilitator
While field practitioners focus on the client organization and its stakeholders as
essential resources when solving problems, few focus on the facilitator and the skill set
needed to navigate the intervention process to desired outcomes. Schein (1987)
surmises that in addition to the skill sets needed, the facilitator’s concern is not only
influencing the process beyond helping but directing the help toward desired
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outcomes. Knowing how to help effectively includes understanding the role needed to
help. The process consultant facilitates to help others discover a means to solving the
problem for the client.
The consultant takes on dispensing advice on how to solve problems (Schein,
1987). The three basic consultant models include:
1.

Expertise- the client identifies a need for more knowledge on matter or
activity and does not have the capability or capacity to obtain the
knowledge internally;

2.

Doctor-Patient Model-the consultant facilitator diagnosis and
recommends intervention;

3.

The Process Consultant Model- a set of activities to help the client to
perceive and understands its problems and responsible for the
implementation of interventions (Schein, 1987).

The process consultant’s focus is not to make assumptions about what is needed
but to help the organization figure out the problem and decide on the type of help
needed (Schein, 1988). Schwarz (2017) also recognized that the facilitator
consultant’s role (Table 3) gives definitional depth based on a purposeful relationship.
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Table 3
Six Facilitative Roles

Also, Block (2011) contended that the contextual role of a facilitator and the
skills required for each phase in the continuum of helping clients is crucial. Schein
(1988) and Schwarz (2017) asserted that relational roles and behaviors identify
facilitator skills and the need for technical skills that are specific to the consultant area
of discipline- interpersonal skills and consulting skills (Block, 2011). While technical
skills are specific to certain industries, interpersonal skills are necessary for
client/stakeholder engagement.
Block (2011) identified essential interpersonal facilitator skills of assertiveness,
supportiveness, confrontation, and listening. Kaner et al. (2014) appended additional
facilitation skills of encouraging, brainstorming, empathizing, mirroring, and
validating. Block (2011) and Kaner (2014) agreed that consulting skills center on
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establishing the terms and conditions for a sustainable agreement that fosters a
collaborative outcome.
Participant Observation (Ethnography)
To discount one’s own experience is not an inconsequential matter towards
providing insight into the research environment. It is one of the only opportunities that
enable a researcher to observe the settings or habitat from the inside, allowing
observation and experience similar to the native perspective (Cozby and Bates, 2012).
Although, at times, perceived as biased input, participant observation brings
knowledge, understanding, and perspective from the lens of a native and the outside
perspective of observing the cultural behaviors, knowledge, and artifacts of those
observed (Spradley, 1980). Cultural knowledge involves two levels of consciousness:
explicit knowledge- conscious awareness of what we know, and tacit knowledgeknowledge outside our awareness and challenging to translate. A participant
observer’s role is a delicate balance of adding content to an environment without
influences that distort data collection.
Reinhartz (1979) expressed concern regarding the experienced dimensions
verse an idealized description of observation. As a participant-observer, the intention
is not to provide a prescription of guaranteed success but awareness that the idealized
design is more effective when supplemented with other methodologies. Systems
thinking is a baseline for using any methodology, and the holistic approach is an allencompassing use of various methodologies, borrowing tools from other theoretical
frameworks and approaches.
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The researcher’s purpose as a participant-observer was to view the interactive
planning process and the necessary mindset needed to ensure a successful outcome.
The participant-observer position provides an opportunity to provide experiential
knowledge about the process and understand which barriers and conditions may
hinder the process, and identify possible techniques and tools to increase the potential
of accomplishing the process goal through discovery.
One of the research discovery areas is determining the meaning of the client
stakeholders’ inaccurate description of cultural actions and behaviors (Spradley,
1980). Spradley (1980) contended that to learn from cultural inference, one would
have to observe cultural behaviors, understand cultural artifacts, and verbally express
messages. The dual-purpose is to engage in appropriate situational activities and
observe the community engaged in these activities through the appropriate lens,
introspectiveness, documentation, and participation (Spradley, 1980). Lac and Fine
(2018) argued that participatory observation targets a critical inquiry cycle where an
issue identifies what data is collected and then implements a cooperative action
McTaggart (1997), (as cited by Lac and Fine, 2018).
To not disrupt the natural flow of rapport, the participant-observer must learn
how to blend in with the community members then disconnect to immerse in writing
about the data collected (Bernard, 1994, as cited by Kawulich, 2005). Bernard (1994)
listed five reasons for including participant observation in cultural studies, all of which
increase the study’s validity (as cited by Kawulich, 2005 p 4.) The reasons for
including a participant-observer are:
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1) It makes it possible to collect different types of data. Being on-site
familiarizes the researcher with the community, thereby facilitating
involvement in sensitive activities to which he/she generally would
not be invited.
2) It reduces the incidence of “reactivity” or people acting in a certain
way when they are aware of being observed.
3) It helps the researcher to develop questions that make sense in the
native language or are culturally relevant.
4) It gives the researcher a better understanding of what is happening
in the culture and lends credence to one’s interpretations of the
observation. Participant observation also enables the researcher to
collect both quantitative and qualitative data through surveys and
interviews.
5) It is sometimes the only way to collect the right data for one’s study
(pp.142-3).
Other practitioners see the limitations of participatory observation. Gender
biases may influence access to information, people, or cultural settings, and the
participant-observer must understand how physicality plays a part when affecting
observation through analysis (DeWalt and DeWalt, 2002). Wayland (1998) added that
participative observation, unless coupled with other methods, results in research bias,
excluding negative observations (as cited by Kawulich, 2005). Although not necessarily
a limitation, the participatory observer practitioner must demonstrate a level of
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impartial observation and descriptive accuracy; otherwise, the participant-observer
might forfeit objectivity (Cozby and Bates, 2012).
Summary
The literature review chapter aims to gain insight and understanding of
interactive planning in its contextual environment to dissolve complex problems using
idealized design. The literature review also examines the mess formulation
components, providing insight into the significance of the mess formulation phases
that include situational analysis, obstruction analysis, reference projection, and a
reference scenario.
Problems are inevitable regardless of the ways used to address them-resolve,
solve, or dissolve. Each method brings new problems or messes, and the best we can
do is manage problems (Ackoff, 1981). The purpose of a review of various
complementary methodologies, theories, and models supports a broadening
perspective on ways a facilitator can incorporate these methods to solve problems.
Organizational development and theory of constraints provide supplemental
knowledge of organizational dynamics and organizational architecture that aid
interactive planning. These methodologies seem suited for complicated problems
considering the cause and effect contextual relationship of problems. The intent is also
to peer into the organization to gain insight into the complexity of effective idealized
design and maximizing mess management.
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Chapter Three
Methodology
Introduction
This study aimed to understand the application of the interactive planning
methodology, the effective use of idealization, and its related activities, leading to
the idealized design activity. This chapter encapsulated the methodological
process of applying the chronology of interactive planning through participatory
observation. The process started with an evaluation of the data collection for
design inception executed for a city and a university program office located in
northeastern Pennsylvania as a basis of the process and a glimpse of the elements
and tools of intervention for this study conducted from September 2018 to
December 2019.
This study involved an investigation of the effectiveness and application of
interactive planning and the possible challenges that arise through a participantobserver’s eyes, using the mess formulation’s idealized design activity. The
researcher also identified the facilitator’s skills and techniques to navigate
through the interactive planning process. The study’s secondary intent was to
identify strengths and deficiencies to aid in developing new theoretical
approaches that enhance the effectiveness of the methods and techniques used for
the facilitation of idealized design. This research aimed to construct an adaptive
idealized design process to help the body of knowledge understand and improve
techniques that foster better co-creation of design elements and design outcomes
through facilitation.
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The research question’s intended effect was to aid practitioners in the
planning and execution of interactive planning using an idealized design by
answering the following question:
1. What are the capacities, proficiencies, and competencies of a
facilitator needed for effective interactive planning/idealized design
facilitation?
This study aimed to view the idealized design technique through the lens of
the researcher for facilitation. Functioning as a student learner on a design team,
the researcher also sought to identify the various skills needed for successful
design outcomes by identifying complementary methodologies that undergird the
interactive planning idealized design technique. Additionally, the study used a
grounded theory approach to explore the researcher’s perceptions, experiences,
and prescribed idealized design interventions.
The researcher selected ground theory as theoretical framework based
upon its emergent property of discovery theory through data and as a means to
identify relevant interpretations, applications, and explanations of social research
(Glaser, 2012). This approach allowed for the fluid development of research data
complementing participant observation. The researcher performed systematic
reviews of published research studies as part of the data collection process.
Because the research did not entail human study subjects, the researcher
submitted a request for a waiver of a full review from the Jefferson University
Institutional Review Board (IRB).
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Research Design
The interactive planning methodology implored a technique that
synthesized stakeholder design session input. This approach included a mess
formulation analysis that emphasized the relational connection between a
system’s parts and subparts (Ackoff, 1999). Whereas relational connections focus
on the idealized design’s soft-systems aspect, the design architecture focuses on
the design’s hard system parts and subparts. The design approach is a technique
that gleans from the strengths and minimizes the clinical research approach’s
weaknesses (Ackoff et al., 2006).
The study used a grounded theory approach to explore systems thinking
and the idealized design methodology (Bloomberg and Volpe, 2016). This
research study method was selected because it provided an organic, emergent
result of new theory. The researcher assessed the effectiveness of a prior idealized
design session process as a participant facilitator to identify behaviors, tools, and
techniques as a prescription for effective design outcomes. As a participantobserver, the researcher used a broad approach to describe, interpret, and
understand interactive planning context from its literal meaning to the subcontext of its value and its application during idealization activities.
The researcher furthered the study by exploring various frameworks and
analyzing the meanings, implications, and connection of the frameworks to a
facilitator and facilitation context based on interactive planning methodology. The
analysis focused on the execution, delivery, empirical interpretations, and
perspectives connected with the observation to a broader social context of
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facilitation. The broader social context used the initial part of participant
observation with the northeastern city as the basis for completing the mess
formulation and the experience of facilitation when performing the idealized
activity for the university program.
Systems Analysis
The researcher’s review of the systems analysis began with a historical
overview of the organization and the current vision and mission statement for a
college program office and northeastern US city. In this study, the researcher
conducted a systems analysis that began with an overview of its current
leadership, its fundamental purpose, and organizational architecture, including
the number and types of programs and services offered or performed in terms of
inputs and outputs. The researcher analyzed the client city’s programs and
services information to verify its perception of its performance and industry
position based on its assertion of city performance efficiency and program efficacy
and effectiveness.
The researcher identified the leadership structure, which provided insight
into the city’s cultural dynamics. The researcher also analyzed the relationship
between primary and secondary stakeholders and the governing body. Moreover,
the researcher performed a synopsis of the relationships of the existing containing
systems. The final component of the situational analysis focused on reviewing the
documents such as the city plan, annual report, business model, and the ability to
generate revenue, demonstrating fiscal responsibility and sustainable financial
independence. Similarly, the researcher performed a situation analysis for the
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university program that focused on the structural composition of leadership
hierarchy, program purpose. The analysis also included accessing the program’s
functionality, market presence and relevance, processes, policies and procedures,
and financial stability based on historical financial data. The researcher analyzed
to compare the assertions of the current perception of performance and stories
shared by program leaders, staff, and support office members. Based on the data
collected, the research proceeded to the next step of the obstruction analysis.
Obstruction analysis
The mess formulation’s obstruction analysis aimed to identify
organizational behaviors, practices, processes, and characteristics that prevented
the intended mission’s fulfillment. The obstruction analysis focused on the
tangible and intangibles obtained through data collections, stories, and behaviors
that hindered the organization from optimal functionality for the university
program. The analysis determined whether assertions of city effectiveness are
evident in the data and whether an industry search for evidential data yields
negative results. Focus areas included the community’s economic elements, use of
science and technology, ethics and morality, aesthetics and politics, and the
bearing of the city’s perceived value (Table 4).
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Table 4
PA Client City Initiating Problem/Opportunity Analysis

Based on the elements’ information, the researcher reviewed the level of
scarcity, maldistribution, and insecurity. Scarcity is a deficiency or absence of
something that is either required or very helpful in producing development. When
such a shortage pervades a society, it is called scarcity, a condition in which the
amount of resources, service, or opportunity available within that society is
insufficient to provide each of its members with the amount needed for
development. Maldistribution is having more than enough of something required
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for development, but some might have more than what they need, and others have
less of what they need. A state of insecurity is evident when a resource, service, or
opportunity required for development is available in sufficient quantity, well
distributed, but not used for driving development. However, there is a fear of
losing whatever is owned or possessed, leading to protective measures to retain
the possession- a fight syndrome. An overview of the community’s economy
determined if it had sustainable revenue streams to reduce financial dependence
on governmental aid or federal subsidies and city plans for expansion and
development (Gharajedaghi, 2011).
Supplemental searches conducted enabled the researcher to gather
additional insight into what the client city stakeholders felt were its obstructions.
The researcher participated in discussions with stakeholders identifying those
things within the city organization that it has but does want that impacted or
hindered its’ goals (Goldraff, 1990). These hindrances were constraints or
barriers to obtaining the performance wanted from the city’s automated,
animated, social, and ecological systems (Ackoff, 1999). Sometimes the effects of
the obstruction are apparent, and other times they are hidden. Those obstructions
that are obvious or well known were quickly listed or expressed by the
stakeholders. Hidden hindrances required uncovering through a closer
examination of the attributes, function, or dysfunction of organizational system
processes.
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Reference Projection and Reference Scenario
During the creation of the reference projection and the reference scenario,
the researcher examined elements of organizational community influences (Figure
5). These influences focus on community constructs that hindered full
functionality and capacity, including operational insufficiency, declining market
presence, lack of revenue streams, and an undefined value proposition. The
reference projection emphasizes that if the community continued on its current
path, it would cease to exist.
Figure 5
City Influence Diagram
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Similarly, the researcher analyzed and compared the university program's
information and determined that the perceived influences that hindered the university
program from operating at its optimal capacity and how they influence, whether
internal or external, impacted the organization systems (Figure 6).
Figure 6
University Program Influence Diagram

After identifying the obstructions that hinder the systems' functional
efficiency, specifically with the university program leaders, a reference projection
ensues to outline what will happen if the client entity continues on its current
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path. Typically, a written reference scenario document is prepared to incorporate
the research on the finding from the situational, obstruction analysis, and
reference project. The researcher prepared the university program’s reference
scenario but cannot publicly disclose the document’s information. After the
discussion of the reference scenario is completed, the next step is to execute the
idealized design activity. As is the mess formulation, the act of performing the
design activity is germane to the process, a generalized step, regardless of the
client or the design outcome. Therefore, after completing the reference scenario,
the researcher incorporated the design activity as a participant-observer and cofacilitator during the university programs design session. The researcher
encountered political conflicts of interest and did not complete the design session
with the city leaders, also compounded by the coronavirus’s emergence. Similar to
the design session conducted for the university program stakeholders, the
researcher anticipates coordinating a design session with the city stakeholders.
The facilitator team leader would coordinate a one-day idealized design
workshop session with stakeholders who consisted of a cross-section of city
leaders, business owners, community leaders, and temporary and permanent
residents who represented the city. It is an impossibility to include all
stakeholders at one time because of venue capacity restrictions, so a
representation of stakeholders is practical. For the university design session,
participants consisted of primary stakeholders who benefited directly from the
university program’s success and secondary stakeholders who benefited directly
from its success. These stakeholders included the university program directors,
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staff, support employees, university leaders, benefactors, students, mentors, and
customers. The facilitator begins a general workshop session with an introduction
to the systems thinking mindset using Russell Ackoff’s Bell Lab Lecture video. The
subsequent workshop activity discussion centered on identifying the ideal design
and design elements included the subject stakeholders who respond to the design
call. The participant stakeholders provide an overview of the environmental
context of the transformation process cycle of inputs, feedback, outputs, and the
containing system in which, for example, the community exists (Figure 7).
Figure 7
City Containing System
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For the university program the containing system (Figure 8)consisted of a
smaller number of smaller containing system but comprised of same structural
boundaries: internal boundaries- includes direct contact and interaction, transactionalincludes indirect contact and interaction, and contextual boundaries sets the structure
of the environment of operational functioning.

Figure 8
University Containing System

The facilitator team leader provides participant stakeholders with an
overview of the collaborative design process with instructions for the design
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session, detailing 20 minutes for each design aspect to include an overarching
organizational mission statement, specifications, and design for a new city. The
design components included a value proposition, functions of outputs, processes,
structure (specification/design), and a revenue model. The activities involve these
steps:
1. Mission Statement- a statement is outlaying its reasons for
existence and its most general aspirations. It should:
a. Identify the way(s) by which the system will seek to be
useful and unique;
b. Unify all its stakeholders in the pursuit of one or more
common purposes, and once formulated;
c. Make a significant difference in what the system does, and
d. Make progress toward the system’s measurable objectives.
2. Value Proposition- a clear statement that explains how they
improve situations (relevancy), deliver specific benefits (quantified
value), or tell the ideal customers why they should buy from you
and not from the competition (unique differentiation).
3. Outputs- are goods or services produced in a given time, whether
or not consumed or used for further production.
4. Processes- a series of actions or steps taken to achieve a defined
outcome/result.
5. Structure- a statement of the properties that the designers/
planners want the idealized organization to have. The design
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conveys how the properties specified are to be obtained.
Specifications are aspirations; the design is a set of instructions on
how to realize those aspirations.
6. Inputs- resources such as people, raw materials, energy,
information, or finance system drivers such as an economy,
manufacturing plant, computer system to obtain the desired
output.
7. Revenue Model- a framework for generating revenue. It identifies
which revenue source to pursue, what value to offer, how to price
the value, and who pays for the value to support the architectural
infrastructure.
8. Channels- are conduits for delivering goods, services, or
information.
9. Users/Market- are people or groups/communities who use or
operate products or services.
The facilitation team consisted of the researcher as participant-observer, a
team leader, and student learners, who help with the interactive planning process’s
execution. The team leader informed the stakeholder participants that the
city/university program no longer exists. Their responsibility was to co-create a
new city/university program without exiting barriers or constraints. However, the
new design must exist in its current containing environment or physical structure
(bounded idealized design). The design participant stakeholders are assigned to
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groups to begin brainstorming ideas for each city or program element, as seen for
example, through the depiction of the city’s rich picture (Figure 9).
Figure 9
City Rich Picture

In this scenario, the lead facilitator for the design session separated
approximately 20 participants into two groups of ten people. The groups had 20
minutes to brainstorm ideas for each design component. The two groups used the
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diagram of the university program’s containing system (Figure 8) as a backdrop to
generate new program design ideas. However, during the brainstorming sessions,
each component’s definition was constantly displayed to remind the design
properties. The scribe for each group captures the ideas generated on easel paper.
Group aides posted all of the ideas written on easel paper, grouping them based on
the design component’s title, and took pictures to capture the data. At the end of
the group sessions, the lead facilitator informs the participant stakeholders that
the following process phase is data synthesis. Participant stakeholders would
receive follow-up communication for final input after synthesis completion.
Student aides then took the captured data and entered the information into a
spreadsheet.
Data Analysis
The researcher’s data inquiry method focused on an inductive analysis and
a creative synthesis approach. This approach recognized interrelationships,
patterns, and themes through specific details that emerged through organic
interactions among the participants (Patton, 2002). The researcher would align
the research questions with the interview protocol questions and used Nvivo, a
qualitative data tool, to analyze the data through data categorization and
framework constructs for data themes (Bloomberg and Volpe, 2016). The data
analysis falls under three main topical umbrellas (Maxwell, 2005):
1. Organizational: Preconceived topics that frame the conversation
between the participants and the researcher. Topics of interest included: skillset,
mindset, facilitation, techniques, tools, organizational type, process strengths, and
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process weaknesses.
2. Substantive: Those ideals, beliefs, stories, and comments align with the
organizational framework.
3. Theoretical: The emergence of new patterns or behaviors inside the
organizational social framework.
The researcher grouped the data based on major categories of Organization,
Substantive, and Theoretical because of the anticipated volume of data. Upon
further data analysis, the researcher proceeded with an editing approach, coding
the data into sub-categorization based on comparative thematic and annotating
similarities and differences between the sub-categorical sections (Crabtree and
Miller, 1992), (as cited by Bloomberg and Volpe). The coding entailed a
summarization of the salient essences or attributes of the interview data based on
the researchers construct by interpretive meaning generated from the datum
collected for learning purposes Saldana (2013), (as cited by Bloomberg and
Volpe).
Limitations
The reliability of data collection instruments in qualitative research may be
affected by the method of data collection. Limitations of this study centered on
data collections impeded by the global coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. The
COVID-19 virus that attacks the respiratory system emerged from Wuhan, China,
in 2019 and has quickly spread to 70 countries, including the US Coronaviruses
are a large family of viruses that causes a wide range of illnesses from minor to
severe. At present, the US death toll is approximately 162,000; 729,000 deaths
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worldwide. Epidemiologists and state governors implemented guidelines for selfquarantining and social distancing of a minimum of six feet. Also, any gathers of
more than 25 people were prohibited.
When using the qualitative instrument centered on the participantobserver’s perception, other limitations could distort data collection when
filtering through biases, including emotional, social, or political perspectives.
According to Dewalt and Dewalt (2002), the participant-observer is a
researcher with perceptions and experiences, and data collected is filtered
through their biases (as cited by Kawulich, 2005). The researcher needs to know
his or her own biases and what other personal influences, such as gender,
ethnicity, or age, can inhibit data collection as well as acceptance Schensul,
Shensul, and LeCompte (1999) (as cited by Kawulich, 2005).
Limitations in qualitative studies that impact the data’s validity are biases
and reactivity (Maxwell, 2005). Bias focuses on the subjectivity, reactivity, and the
influence of the researcher on the study subjects, and the researcher’s
perspectives, experiences, and expectations did not foster confirmation bias.
Although the 2020 COVID-19 pandemic, t restricted, the researcher’s data
collection researcher relied upon past experiences and analyses as an idealized
design facilitator, certified coach, and mess formulation idealization activities of
situational and obstruction analyses and reference projection to mitigated biases
by using expert knowledge sources to convey insight and wisdom that foster
creative and innovative outcomes. The researcher mitigated biases by using field
experts on the use of coaching for fostering creativity and innovation.
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Ethical Considerations
The topic of this research study is innocuous and unobtrusive (Patton,
2002). The qualitative inquiry is an auto-ethnographic/heuristic expression of
personal experiences using the interactive planning idealized design process and
the execution of this process without imposing personal interpretation and
judgment.
The study did not extract personally identifiable information imposing
intrusion on the privacy of the participants. Bloomberg and Volpe (2016) stated
that any research designed to interact with human subjects that entails observing
or recording private behaviors scrutinized requires approval under a governing
board of institutional research (IRB) jurisdiction. The researcher did not gather
data about the subjects themselves but the process for which they are participants.
For this study, the researcher sought IRB approval before conducting research
data collection and adhered to all guidelines and program policies.
Summary
This chapter reviewed the qualitative research conducted using
participatory observation as a primary method of collecting data, a qualitative
design from an emic (insider) perspective (Patton, 2002).
Furthermore, the researcher proposed an additional data collection method
using a survey instrument to identify strengths and opportunities and the
facilitators’ effectiveness when conducting design sessions while partially relying
on participatory observation. This chapter outlaid the process of idealized design
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from a participant observer’s perspective and the proposed research methods,
including research study subjects, analyses, and data collection limitations.
This chapter discussed the researcher’s goal of providing insight into the
body of knowledge broadening systems thinking perspectives that foster an intermethodological approach that births new theoretical practices, enhancing the
facilitator’s idealized design.
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CHAPTER 4
Discussion, Conclusions and Recommendations
Introduction
This researcher states that today's complexities bring to the surface
immense challenges on how to solve problems. Organizations depend on
facilitators/consultants to guide them through complex problems hoping for
outcomes that spur growth and sustainability. Facilitating strategies employ more
than navigating witty models and fancy terms that tickle the ears of organizational
leaders. Facilitation calls for a deeper understanding of problems from a holistic
mindset combined with skill sets, frameworks, and innovative approaches that
produce viable results.
Facilitators and facilitation are the two sides of a coin that are the core of
productive design sessions: facilitators and facilitation drive and direct our
conversations like a rhythmic dance. If the leading partner is off-balance,
unrehearsed, or ill-equipped, the movements and the satisfaction diminished the
partnership connection. The facilitation's rehearsing is not having a pre-recited
repertoire to follow, but an organic ability to dance in the moment, listen, and
learn from the participants' cues (Kimsey-House et al., 2011). Creating an
impactful idealized design outcome environment begins with the essence of what
qualifies as an effective facilitator and effective facilitation. The facilitator's
effectiveness centers on three overarching frameworks centering on mindset,
adeptness, and awareness that flows from the research question.
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Discussion of Research Question
The study focused on a single research question: “What are the capacities,
proficiencies, and competencies of a facilitator needed for effective interactive
planning/idealized design facilitation?”
To answer this question required a broader lens that required a systemic
view entailing examining the factors, attributes, or criteria that determine whether
a facilitator of idealized design is effective. The reality is that it is not the person
who is effective or ineffective, but how the person uses tools to affect an idealized
design outcome that is advantageous for the recipient of the facilitator’s services.
In addition to the facilitator’s agency or attributes, exploration of effective
facilitation is critical to the idealized design outcome’s contextual relevance.
When the proposed design session centered on a problem that fell in the
Cynefin Framework’s simple and complicated ordered systems, the environment
is context-independent and entails a definite or prescriptive approach to address
the problem. The idealized design problem falls under the complex or chaotic unordered systems the environment is context-dependent of the type of problem
complexity. Navigation of the complexity requires the facilitator to use
competencies to maneuver through the dynamics of the order and un-ordered
systems, ensuring that continuity of system boundaries and functions are not
compromised or breached (Ackoff, 1999). As the ideas emerge from design
participants, facilitation emerged from the facilitator, each participant, and the
facilitator, treaded in the unfamiliar, reaching a point of agreement for the ideal
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design. This agreement was co-created through the facilitation process shared by
the facilitator and participant.
Mindset and Skill Sets
As a participant-observer and through the lens of co-facilitator
contributions, the researcher centered on obtaining knowledge of the values,
beliefs, and tenets that influence facilitation. The facilitator’s self-learning helped
to maintain a level of curiosity and inquiry during the design session. The
researcher determined that when problems are complex, traditional facilitation
models- expert, doctor-patient, and process are ineffective because they narrow
the scope of emergent outcomes based on preconceived notions of problem
diagnosis and resolution model. Even with the attempt to not share the
presumption with the client, the researcher deduced that there is an underlying
sway of thought that hovers over the perceived assumptions that may dull the
facilitator’s hearing and learning. The researcher perceived that if the facilitator
entered this relationship with a commitment to support the client, the facilitator
must identify and put aside internal biases and expectations. Although internal
biases based on past experiences may be contention points, the researcher
surmised that the facilitator must adopt a non-judgmental mindset to address
those biases, not change the biases, but channel the energy to foster an effective
outcome.
For effective interactive planning facilitation, a facilitator needed a systems
thinking mindset. This mindset helps the facilitator understand the intricate
connection and relatedness between systems parts and subparts. The researcher
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presumed that articulation goes beyond speech ability to translate ideas within
the context of systems thinking, and the facilitator must use interactive tools to
undergird the idealized design. The facilitator’s depth of knowledge and
understanding of idealization co-creates a better idealized design outcome for the
client organization. The research regarded that knowledge of industry practices is
necessary but may influence the direction of facilitation. The lesser the knowledge
of the industry, the higher the potential level of curiosity that will direct
participants to provide greater clarity when offering recommendations for design
creation that aligns with technological feasibility, operational viability, and
capability of adaptation and learning (Ackoff, 1999). The facilitator must know
beforehand the technological feasibility, operations viability, and adaptive and
learning ability of current organizational systems to understand the context of the
organization’s problem. The focus is not on “who” but the “what.” The “what” helps
identify the organization’s current reality drawn from the mess formulation
idealization phases. The researcher determined knowing the current reality
context helped to identify underlying organizational problems.
Rarely are causal connectors to problematic relations identifiable or known
by an organization, so asking a client organization what it sees as the problem may
be less effective than asking what is happening in the organization. The
researcher investigated the process of identifying causal connectors by asking
what is happening in the organization and where it is happening. This process did
not focus on what a person does nor entailed appreciative inquiry, where the focus
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is primarily on what is working well. Asking a client what is working well focuses
on the assumption creating a bias towards a perception of what is functioning
well.
Focusing on what is working well begs the assumption that it is the right thing,
and the continuation of this assumption only perpetuates underlying problems.
By asking what is going on, the researcher made inferences on what is working
well, which does not support a discovery mindset. This discovery mindset
underpins the field of coaching. At its core, it focuses on asking powerful questions
that allowed the client to own and account for the values that support the
decisions that create their design.
Idealized design participants are quasi-engineers; although they possibly
received no formal training, they can construct the design. The back-wards
thinking approach is not a typical process for design. Most start with what they
have and build add-ons. Backward thinking sees what one does not have- the
desired end, building a structure that closes the gap between what one wants and
attaining the desired outcome. Any design or creation requires particular material
and tools. The materials include the methodologies and activities to construct the
design. However, the tools to craft the design rest within the individual traits of
curiosity, openness, strong interpersonal skills, strong communication skills,
asking the right questions, navigating complexity, analytical ability, and tolerance
for ambiguity (Davidz and Rhodes, 2005).
The researcher identified curiosity, asking the right questions, openness,
strong interpersonal and communication skills, navigating complexity, analytical
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ability, and tolerance for ambiguity as the traits that foster the systems thinking
approach (Figure 10). Curiosity is a way to engage in the discovery process of
obtaining clarity and helping the client define terms, meaning value, and
unmasking client insights. Asking the right questions or powerful questions
enables the client to access inner resources. Openness and transparency are
closely associated. The facilitator’s openness level centers on demonstrating a
willingness to step outside the expert role and into a learner role.
Figure 10
Individual Traits That Enable Systems Thinking

Davidz, H. and Rhodes, D. (2005) Enablers and barriers to systems thinking development: Results of a qualitative and quantitative study.
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The facilitator approached the role with a mindset that all they know is not
all there is to know. The strength of interpersonal and communication skill sets
rested within the facilitator's self-restraint of imposing personal biases, beliefs,
and opinions during the idealized design process. Listening is essential for strong
communication and interpersonal skill sets and is vital when facilitating a design
session. The facilitator's ability to balance complexity while facing many variables
that collide during group interaction is invaluable. The facilitator's level of
tolerance of ambiguity rests within the ability to embrace uncertainty and resist
the attempt to exert control.
In complex systems theory, the dynamics of unbridled creativity emerge as
evidence through unstructured, unexpected, and unpredictable design outcomes.
The facilitator was aware of genius in the making and tempered actions not to
dampen the sparks that the participants generated during the design session but
fanned the sparks to ignite a full flame of creativity. This mindset shift required
the facilitators to develop an organizational structural view that shifts from
thinking about organizations as a compartmentalized organism to thinking of
organizations as heterogeneous systems (Jackson, 2011).
Before facilitators navigated stakeholders through the idealized design and
its containing system, they ensured that the stakeholders understood system
boundaries and the functional relationships in the whole system (Jantsch, 1980;
Wheatley, 1992; Capra, 1996). It is in recognizing the behavioral system patterns,
what a system does, and how it functions, that allows the facilitator to identify the
appropriate intervention tool. It is the pattern of the relationships in a system and
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how they interact that determines the system complexity. This complexity exists
aside from the number of system parts that comprise the system (Jackson, 2011).
When one thinks of skill sets, the tendency is to reflect on leadership
qualifications. Maxwell (2007) says that leadership is influence, plain and simple.
It is debatable whether the essential qualities often used by leaders are traits or
skills. The researcher asserts what is most important is that a facilitator must
possess the requisite skills needed to function in the capacity of a facilitator. Lack
of these skills is why failure occurs (Guggino, 2020). The researcher ascertained
that the requisite skills for facilitating a design session included awareness and
familiarity with core leadership characteristics and technical skills. If these skills
are innate, then the facilitator is at an excellent start. If not, then the facilitator
must develop these skills until they appear natural. If the facilitator cannot
maximize the needed or desired skills, the researcher advocates partnering with
someone who can bridge the skill gaps. Northouse (2013, 2016) stated that there
are five dominant leadership traits and three essential skills. The traits include
determination, integrity, intelligence, sociability, self-confidence, and conceptual,
personal, and technical skills. The researcher posed that leaders tend to possess
these traits and skills in varying degrees, but the more profound skill set essential
to facilitators is the ability to engage creativity and innovation.
Many construe facilitation as a form of consulting. Block (2011) identified
six essential interpersonal skills when consulting clients. These skills include
assertiveness, confrontation, group process, listening, management style, and
supportiveness. Kaner et al. (2014) appended that facilitating skills include
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encouraging, brainstorming, empathizing, mirroring, and validating. While Block
(2011) and Kaner (2014) focus on such skills for establishing the terms and
conditions for a sustainable consulting agreement, the researcher posited that a
consultant is a facilitator, and the prescribed skills are fundamental for idealized
design engagement.
Ackoff (1981; 1999) insisted that the complexities that compounded the
ability to navigate approaches to solve and control problems support the need to
abandon traditional worldviews for a more creative process requiring many skill
sets. Davidz and Rhodes (2005) called for additional traits the enabled systems
thinking that is crucial to the facilitator when leading idealized design sessions.
The researcher proposed that these traits are most effective during facilitation and
minimized barriers that restrict the creative and innovative processes.
When considering the facilitator's mindset while conducting interactive
planning, the researcher sensed that the facilitator must have a systems thinking
foundation that incorporated a combination of traits and skills supported through
learned experience. Many of these traits are similar to systemic coaching
competencies constructed to build trusting relationships that foster a free flow of
uninhibited thoughts and opinions. These systemic coaching traits are similar to
many other skills or abilities, in which some facilitators are more adept than
others when executing them. The researcher concluded that these traits, skills,
and abilities are essential in facilitating and determining the priority and demand
display of each of these traits, skills, or abilities, either concurrently or individually
throughout the facilitation session. The synergistic relationship between the
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facilitating coach and client leads to the client's desired outcome (Kimsey-House et
al., 2011). It is the client's responsibility to solve the problem through the creation
of the idealized organizational design.
Systems Thinking
Currently, our nation faces a global pandemic that has halted all manners of
economic activity or progress. On May 25, 2020, George Floyd, an African
American man, was murdered by a Minnesota, MN, police officer. This murder was
captured and posted on social media leading to national unrest, galvanizing people
of all races worldwide to protest, with some erupting into untold violence and
property destruction. The cry for justice and equality echoed throughout the halls
of societal sectors, including the White House. The call for equality permeates
every system of society, and leaders from all over the world ask how we solve this
problem of racism, inequality, and injustice- wicked problems.
These problems call for several interventions, but system thinking is
essential to dissolve this type of problem; as critical as the need to dissolve
problems are traits and skills of those charged with leading the discussion of those
problems. While traditional methods include a qualitative analysis of a problem,
systems thinking is an unusual approach that includes the non-expert, drawing
from sources otherwise excluded. Pourdehnad et al. (2011) stated that systems
thinking envelope in the theory of system wholeness involves interconnectedness
of complex functionality. Failing to consider all systems properties derived from
system interactions will ultimately lead to sub-optimization of the whole system's
performance. The researcher denoted that the facilitator's use of systems thinking
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during a design session expanded a multi-dimensional worldview for the
participants. This unique combination of perspectives allowed the facilitator to
filter the ideas through a systemic lens, allowing the thought process for probing
on a scalable level by understanding the whole system.
The facilitator must convey that the parts and subparts are an existing
network of relationships in a whole system. This conversation cannot be muddled
through but is intentional and deliberate, revealing the functionality of how the
parts and subparts support the whole system. The researcher ascertained that the
facilitator's expertise is not necessarily in understanding the business processes of
the client organization but in the tools needed to facilitate dynamic discussion and
outcome. The facilitator must consciously and intentionally adhere to maintaining
an undertone supporting design tenets of technological feasibility, operational
viability, and continual growth and development.
Adeptness
While the facilitator skill set included traits similar to leaders and
consultants, such as communication skills, the researcher observed that other
essential skills for facilitation including self-awareness, a deep understanding of
the client's purpose, and an adeptness using tools to reach the desired end. The
best skill set for a facilitator is to remove his/herself from the making or influence
group decisions. The researcher also observed that neutrality is non-existent, and
the facilitator must learn not to let personal views, opinions, beliefs, or feelings
impede the creative process (Killermann and Bolger, 2016). The participants
brought their whole selves, including their emotions, beliefs, bias, politics, and
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opinions. The facilitator must address the energy that arises but reframe the
energy to focus on contextual purpose- idealized design. Reframing centered on
storytelling or sharing experience to create a path for refocusing the dialogue.
The researcher also observed that the facilitator must also demonstrate
decisiveness. This decisiveness level does not undermine the client's decisionmaking responsibility or what information to share but deciding how to capture
the information or reframe the information for clarity. The facilitator filled the
role of co-pilot in the process. Although the participants directed the
conversation, the facilitator held the map of the idealized design process. While
the facilitator held the map, the facilitator was also attentive to the participant's
conversation, picking cues regarding the path to reach the destination. While the
participants spoke, the facilitator listened. The listening was not to answer but to
ask questions to obtain clarity or expound on the content shared.
Knowledge of the effects of complexity provides a context for understanding
the containing system's environment. Such knowledge helped the facilitator
maintain the integrity of the boundaries in which the ideal system design lay and
understand the patterns of interactions and interdependencies inherent in the
established boundary (Ackoff, 1999). Understanding the contextual boundaries
helped identify technical feasibility, operationally viable constraints, and
adeptness to foster continuous learning growth. Understanding system
boundaries allowed the facilitator to navigate the discussion to stay in the
contextual boundary framework. The researcher assessed that the design
outcome is not the facilitator's sole responsibility but a harmonic partnership with
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the stakeholder participants. This partnership gives the facilitator space to
balance tasks and processes during the design session.
The researcher assessed that the skills of a facilitator develop over a
significant time. Conducting a design session is far from a kaizen event, taking
months are even years to reach the desired outcome(s). When a facilitator or
consultant contracts with an organization, the contract permits examination of its
internal structures. The organization becomes vulnerable to the thoughts,
opinions, and influences of an outsider who can significantly impact its' viability.
Organizational transparency is a must in order to grow and develop. The level of
transparency or openness forwards organization trust, and that trust included
believing that the facilitator will navigate the action to take.
The researcher surmised that organizations might be unsuccessful in
addressing complex systems problems due to the lack of understanding of the
problem’s complexity, environmental framework, and requisite skills.
Misidentifying problem types, methodologies, tools, and resource requirements
also play a part in unsuccessful problem-solving attempts. One approach to a
complex problem is systems thinking, and one methodology informed by this
approach is interactive planning. The lack of salient data collected from the client
to prepare mess formulation outputs, communication of design thinking ideology,
and stakeholder participation hindered effective execution of the interactive
planning process.
There were many factors to consider when engaging this methodology. The
problem-solving framework for a creative outcome emerged from the complexity.
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The complex quadrant of the Cynefin Framework outlay the cause and effect
conditions when each is unknown (Snowden and Boone, 2007). To make a batch
of cookies does not require one ingredient. Likewise, knowing how to solve a
problem requires more than the ability to use a particular skill. It requires a
balance of knowledge and skills to effectively understand the organizational
environment to balance each system boundary. It also includes a balancing
activity that evokes a fusion of problem-solving methodologies based on the
stakeholders’ perceptions of the problem and the facilitator’s intuition when
assessing problem complexity (Maxwell, 2007).
According to Ackoff (2006), an awareness of the situation or current reality
of an organization’s dynamic structure is crucial for the facilitation of an idealized
design session. As previously discussed in Chapter 2, p.38, structural elements
such as leadership, shared vision, collaboration, strategy, skills, resources,
incentives, data, governance, or communication compose formal and informal
environments impact the facilitative process. If any element is missing in
implementing an intervention or organizational design, the outcomes are
meaningless. Before conducting the design session, the researcher included the
organizational CORE – cognitive dimension, organizational dimension, relational
dimension, and emotional dimension in the situational analysis document (Doz
and Wilson, 2018). The cognitive dimension focused on the organization’s
strategy to succeed in its industry and how it perceives its tactics, decisions,
policies, and practices used to achieve its success. The organizational dimension
entailed operational actions, including its implementation methods that drove
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organizational behaviors and the roles and responsibilities that contributed to the
organizational culture.
The relational and emotional dimensions entailed the people component
focusing on the dynamics of work relationships, social rules, norms, and the
emotions that influence and drive cognitive intuition. Although CORE is a
competitive strategic tool that focuses on a succinct timing component, its tenets
created a framework that the researcher used. Understanding the organizational
CORE provided the researcher with insight into the client’s perspective. A client’s
perspective gives insight into the filters used to see and what it believes about the
organization’s possibilities. The filter is the client’s mindset and allowed the
researcher to navigate the shifts in thinking during the creation of the idealized
design and created the framework for understanding interactive planning
situational analysis. During the design session, the researcher found that the
participants struggled with letting go of the old organizational CORE. There were
emotional ties to processes and practices that the design participants had to work
through with constant reminders that the organization was no longer in existence.
They had to rebuild the organizational CORE without the prior barriers,
constraints, or obstructions.
Adaptation of Systemic Coaching Tenets
The researcher identified that the three consulting models that most
consultant roles categorically fell were the expert model, doctor-patient model,
and process consultation model (Schein, 1987). An expert consultant is necessary
where the problem is known, the type of help required, and who can help. The
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doctor-patient model gives leverage to the consultant allowing for a diagnosis and
intervention recommendation. The process consultant may be an expert and
diagnose or propose recommendations; however, the client is responsible for
solving the problem throughout the consultation process. Each of these models
used facilitation, and the consultant operates in the capacity of a facilitator.
However, the researcher found that the facilitator role most suitable for
interactive planning is in neither of the identified models- but a fourth that was
not previously identified- coach facilitator. While consulting is about finding
solutions to solve a problem, systemic coaching is about helping others solve their
problems and enabling them to solve their problem that aligns with the systems
thinking concatenation that frame the design session framework (Lawrence,
2019).
Systemic coaching tenets focus on the client as a whole individual who is
naturally creative and resourceful (Kimsey-House et al., 2011). Systemic coaching
is about holistic change—the basis of an idealized design change. Tools used to
solve problems are not necessary tools that foster change but dissuade inertia.
Systemic coaching allowed the researcher, as a facilitator, to be fully present,
drawing from the client without imposing personal bias, asking the client what it
wants rather than tells the client what it should do. System coaching focused on
the future goals and desired outcome, igniting a compelling vision of the client’s
future with idealized design constraints - technological feasibility, operational
viability, and ability to adapt and learn as a backdrop. During the design session
researcher found that a limitation of interactive planning is that it is a constrained
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process – hard systems focused and did not address the people or soft system
components. Systemic coaching is all-encompassing practice having similar
foundational requirements of commitment, exploration, time and energy
investment, and changing and learning that can function within the idealized
design constraints. While the idealized design focused on the emergence of cocreated properties, coaching focused on dancing in the moment in response to
stimuli rather than a prescriptive response.
Systemic coaching is the technique that links relational possibilities from
various components of dynamic interaction, and the co-active coaching model
seen in (Figure 11) guards against imposing solutions to problems. The core of
coaching centers on the principles of fulfillment, balance, and process. Fulfillment
fosters awareness that allows the coach to engage strong emotions
Figure 11
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fueled by the offense against core values and bring clarity in the context of the
goal. The balance principle helps clients distinguish between polarities, facts, and
perspectives, recognizing compatible and competing demands, helping clients
avoid current reality. The coaching model provides a circular system of its five
contexts of self-management, curiosity, listening, intuition, and deepen/forward.
The coaching is context-independent and displays self-management by
noticing own distractions, own assumptions, and notice without judgment. The
coach maintains a level of curiosity or inquiry that allows the client to lead
because the tenets of coaching assert that they have the answers and are naturally
creative and resourceful (Kimsey-House et al., 2018). The coach leads the
discovery process by uncovering what lies beneath the inner workings of the
client’s thinking.
The coach listens to what is and what is not said and listens to vision,
purpose, values, resistance, fear, and sabotage. The intuition context informs the
coach of resonating or dissonance responses from the participants and how to
probe the information shared to redirect the conversation. The redirection intends
to obtain clarity rather than make assumptions or interpret the information,
allowing the facilitator to dance in the moment for which there is no template and
what emerges is purely organic. The intuition allows the coach to make judgment
calls on what, when, and where to share information and transparency of own
thoughts and distractions that might hinder learning. Deepen/forward context
focuses on the synergy of action-outcome and learning, which fosters change. The
forwarding is actionable learning, encouraging the client to move on the
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emergence, focusing on where the client is in the moment and where the client
wants to be. Throughout the design session, the researcher realized the
importance of maintaining a non-judgmental or neutral position. Any intrusion
from the facilitator upon the expressed ideals from the design participants’ or
rejection of their suggestions potentially signaled perception on acceptances or
sharing their thoughts or suggestions. Rules of Agreement must be communicated
and displayed during the design session as a reminder of accountability and
respect when incorporating others’ ideas and opinions during the design phase.
The principles and contexts of coaching align with the idealized design’s
facilitation process and hold the tenets of interactive planning relating to the
client’s responsibility and accountability for implementing the idealized design
and being identified as a purposeful system (Ackoff, 1999). The coach’s selfmanagement happens in the background and unnoticed by the client. If the coach
cannot manage themself because of triggers or biases, the coach should remove
themself from the facilitation process. Those instances where the design
participants cannot move forward because of negative thinking, also known as:
Goblins-what one is chewing on or internalizing that eats them up on the
inside—thoughts that torment and rob us of peace of mind and
interfere with self-perception and self-validation.
Expectations- What we want or assume we are supposed to have. What we
expect others are supposed to know and behave. What we assume or
think others are supposed to know, have or behave. How we expect
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others to behave and think and how we think or assume others will
respond to what we say, think and behave.
Judgments- What and how we attribute meaning to the events,
circumstances, interactions that impact our lives. How we filter
information through our ontology- how we make sense of the reality
of the world in which we live. How we make meaning (epistemology)
from the information that we draw from the world in which we live
and compare to the ethical and moral standards and perspectives by
which we live.
Beliefs-What is held as true, which may not be true whether about ourselves,
or others, that interferes with the ability to see differently. How we
respond to the things that we hear or hold as truth with or without
facts. The thing that influences or informs our thinking- affecting our
ability to see, or see the difference between the truth and the facts.
The thinking that interferes with our ability to do things for ourselves,
or others.
The facilitator with coaching training can recognize this type of thinking and
navigate the conversation to reframe the thinking to clarify intent and purpose
(Lambert, 2016). The researcher suggests that the facilitator conducting idealized
design sessions obtain coaching training through partnering with a coaching
certification program that provides insights on coaching around such context.
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Interactive Planning Process
For a facilitator to help the design participants, the facilitator must
understand the difference between viable and ineffective design strategies,
beginning with accepting and recognizing the nature of the challenges faced
(Remelt, 2011). The mess formulation situational and obstruction analyses
uncover the critical factors that expose organizational viability. The situational
analysis and the obstruction analysis are the two sides of a coin- situational
analysis/ obstruction analysis is the baseline to commence the interactive process.
Neither can occur without earned trust. As an observation, the researcher
determined that to move the design participants forward, knowledge of the past,
including the obstructions that prevented the organization from optimal
functionality, is a crucial creative process. Knowledge of the organization’s
current reality and the concatenation of the organizational systems that created
the current reality help the facilitator steer the participants from creating the
former organization in its new structure.
Brainstorming and Lateral Thinking
One of the activities used in creating the idealized design is brainstorming a
divergent and convergent thinking tool to solve problems or generate
spontaneous and unstrained new ideas (Pfeiffer, 1998). Bens (2012) stated that
facilitators use this technique to maximize a free flow of creative ideas unbounded
by common barriers that include fear of being corrected or challenged. Alex
Osborn (1953) invented brainstorming as a thinking tool defined as a group’s
attempt to find a specific problem by generating many ideas. This divergent tool
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defers judgment to prevent the shutting down of idea generation and uses many
ideas as a springboard to generate other ideas. Participants generate ideas within
a specific timeframe based on idyllic association and use the language of “yes and”
to allow continuation and expansion rather than “yes but” or “no but” that negates
other conversations. The brainstorming process is similar to the process used
during the design ideation, except for generating ideas to find a solution to a
problem. Pfeiffer (1998) aligned with idealized design tenets stating that it is
unrealistic to use brainstorming to solve problems. Its primary value is generating
information and ideas with subsequent activities, including compilation,
evaluation, and selection of information or ideas (Creative Education Foundation,
2014).
After generating ideas, the facilitator led the convergent thinking aspect of
brainstorming, synthesizing the ideas generated during the idealized design
session. The researcher found that the synthesizing process, like divergent
thinking, is a deliberate process that reviews all generated ideas, which allowed
for decision-making, weighing idea selection against design objectives. This
deliberation is consistent with selecting ideas that comply with idealizing
technological feasibility, operational viability, and continuous improvement
constraints. Rawlinson (1994) warned against going for or challenging the
apparent answers and evaluating too quickly. The researcher agrees and
surmised that synthesizing the data allows the stakeholders to take the time to
select the ideas comparable to the design objectives.
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At times it is challenging to agree on which ideas are best, beneficial, or
meet objectives. When confronted with an impasse during the synthesizing
process, the facilitator can use divergent braining storming to ask the group
participants to provide open-ended questions that surround the challenge rather
than on selecting design specifications. Although questioning is a natural human
behavior used for subversion, in brainstorming, it is a technique that engages
group participants in a non-threatening way that readjusts the focus back to the
objectives (Gergersen, 2018).
The questions generated are categorized or placed into an affinity diagram
according to objectives and constraints, leading to a synthesized decision-making
process. The brainstorming decision-making process hinges on exposure to
vertical thinking and lateral thinking processes that the facilitator must recognize
during the creative process. Vertical thinking is similar to linear or reductionist
thinking, reflective of reactivism planning. The logical analysis focuses on a single
answer and path to solve a problem based on past thought patterns of cause and
effect linkages (Pfeiffer, 1998). The researcher observed that lateral thinking,
similar to interactivism planning, is more exploratory, looking at different ways of
viewing something from an inclusive perspective embracing all ideas regardless of
how farfetched they seem. Lateral thinking includes a free association of random
ideas to discover previously unknown relationships, inversion of ideas,
exaggeration of specifications, and taking word phrases. Lateral thinking is a
deliberate process of restructuring information to bring about creativity and
insight through re-patterning (de Bono, 1970).
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The research offers that our mind is a system that creates structured
patterns from its surroundings. A facilitator coach with an understanding of
vertical and lateral thinking mindset can navigate the conversations by
maintaining a curiosity that evokes creativity. Creativity is the valued process for
change and progress, and both vertical and lateral thinking are habits and
attitudes of our mental modes (de Bono, 1970). The facilitative coach’s use of
brainstorming as a technique is essential to the interactive planning process and
the primary method to draw information from group participants during the
design process.
Building Trust
There is not a relationship that will withstand friction or pressure without
mutual trust. The sole criteria that will foster or fester an effective outcome are
the relationship developed between the facilitator and the organization. The
designed alliance builds the relationships on transparency, openness, and honesty.
The researcher observed that trust is critical to the relational alliance between the
facilitation and client organization and bears heavily on full access to organization
information.
The researcher opines that the facilitator monitors or observes the
organization’s interaction by developing rapport at various levels. The
organizational stakeholders will either grant the facilitator access to participate in
the conversation or maintain a surface-level relationship. Regardless of the depth
of the conversation level, the facilitator must ensure that the communication
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expressed is based on the client’s interest in building connections and not what
the facilitator wants or assumes the client needs (Guggino, 2020).
The facilitator must maintain a level of curiosity and record observations, if
only mentally. The facilitator’s purpose and presence must be communicated to
everyone so that the employees and the facilitator feel the comfort that allows
openness. Otherwise, the actions of the employees will be mechanical and forced
rather than natural. During this time, the facilitator can socialize or acclimate the
organization to design thinking and letting go of an old mindset that holds to the
past to embracing an idealized future.
The point of trust, of letting go of the past, is undefined and must occur
organically. Once the facilitator and client build a level of trust, they draw a
contractual (or memorandum) agreement that establishes the roles,
responsibilities, expectations, accessibility to personnel, and statistical resource
data, an opportunity for innovation, feedback process, and consideration for
breach of agreement (Block, 2011).
Once the contract is signed, the facilitator should commence with a
situational analysis following an obstruction analysis. The obstruction analysis
should include the perceptions and insights from all organization leadership and
non-leadership tiers, based on the perception of what is going on in the
organization and is not used for diagnosis or problem solving using the CORE
framework as a baseline for gathering the data. The facilitator then interpolates
the information and identifies the obstructions in the organization. The
researcher questions that if there is a disparity regarding the organization’s
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current reality’s perceptions, should the facilitator proceed with a reference
projection or reference scenario. The obstruction analysis is the window that
provides insight into the actual verse the perceived organizational reality.
When there is a consensus of the current reality, the mess formulation is
abbreviated, and the reference projection and reference scenario are not needed.
Because the client stakeholder accepts that the current reality must change, the
facilitator can move forward with the idealized design.
The researcher would offer that although each activity of the idealization
phase of interactive planning, including the reference projection and the reference
scenario, should be accomplished even if not provided to the client. The
researcher also observed that a reference scenario and reference projection are
offensive to the client stakeholders if there are diverging realities of the current
situation, if the clients resist change or if the clients’ motivations or agendas are
not transparent or understood. Most clients cannot fathom the destruction of
their organization. The tendency is to memorialize the past. People have a hard
time letting go of what they perceive as good, and if possible, will incorporate that
“good” into its future unless proven that what is perceived as good is an actual
obstruction. The client will reject or cannibalize the reference project and
scenario, only accepting what will not upset its comfort or control. At a minimum,
the facilitator must prepare a situation analysis and obstruction analysis.
The researcher denotes that once able to move towards the idealized design
activity, the facilitator must incorporate simple Rules of Agreement for each
activity component (Sull and Eisenhart, 2015). Although each situation may be
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unique, some elements are inherent in systems regardless of context, but germane
to the containing system, system functions, or system boundaries. These simple
rules help the facilitator govern facilitation based on the facilitator’s toolbox,
which allows for balancing the tasks at hand, provides liberty to exercise
judgment, and ensures assenting and shared understanding of language (Sull and
Eisenhart, 2015).
Interactive Planning Lab
Learning and applying interactive planning methodology has more
significance than merely obtaining a certificate through a certification program.
Interactive planning has real-time and real-life applications that can mean the
difference between the world we live in and the world we want to live in that gives
perspective on how we can identify, manage or dissolve intractable problems. The
learning and application of interactive planning is a lifelong journey, and it starts
with building rapport. The researcher asserts that obtaining information or
executing a design session without building the proper relational foundation
within a realistic timeframe is a disservice to the client and could undermine
process integrity. An interactive planning lab would aid in acquiring and training
requisite skills for an interactive planning certification. The lab or training lab will
consist of theoretical and simulated modules to reinforce the application and
learning of mess formulation with immediate feedback. The module will simulate
real organization issues helping the student learn to build client relationships,
execute the interactive planning idealization (mess formulation) and realization
phases, develop a coaching knowledge base, identify appropriate tools, and
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facilitate design sessions. The modules will consist of but not limited to theoretic
content of interactive planning mess formulation, including creating a situational
analysis, obstruction analysis, a reference scenario, and reference projection,
creating containing systems, stakeholder analyses, influence diagrams, rich
pictures, and leading and facilitating design sessions through role-playing.
Study Limitations
The researcher began a collaboration with a client to conduct a design
session when news that the World Health Organization informed the White House
that a coronavirus (COVID-19) spread from Wuhan, China, with identified cases in
the US. The governors of states with the highest reported number of coronavirus
cases passed orders that invoked social distancing of approximately six feet in
public, limited social gatherings of no more than ten people and wearing facial
masks. Because of the limitation of a physical gathering, the researcher could not
forward the participant acknowledgment letter (Appendix A) regarding the
purpose of participating in a design session. This limitation also included the
inability to send an invitation (Appendix B) to participate in a design session and a
survey (Appendix C) to assess the facilitator’s effectiveness during the design
session.
A second limitation was the inability to engage the stakeholders in a design
session that would beneficially impact community members’ lives. Input from the
stakeholders is valuable because feedback from this group could help identify
blind spots or weaknesses within the facilitation process or the facilitator’s ability
to connect with the participants who generate organic ideas. The researcher was
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not able to collect data to complete a mess formulation consisting of situational
analysis. The researcher also could not administer the survey or interview any
participants. The researcher is a certified life and professional coach and does not
advocate coaching to impose a preference but recognizes the complementary
tenets that undergird conversational dialogue that is endemic to the interactive
planning collaborative and design processes.
Suggestions for Future Research
Those who receive service product offerings provide the best assessment
for determining the effectiveness of the one providing the service. Conducting a
design session that includes participant observation can further determine the
facilitator’s effectiveness by conducting interviews and using survey instruments
as assessment tools. Because of social distancing and shelter in place directives
due to the coronavirus pandemic, people within communities may have
trepidation about gathering in large crowds. An additional consideration for
conducting design sessions is using virtual and other media platforms to
promulgate interactive planning methodology. State governors recently increased
the limit on gathering to 250, and plans are in place to open schools in the Fall;
people still fear for their safety, with the current report of approximately 140,000
coronavirus deaths. While the entire mess formulation activities require
interaction with the client and stakeholders, the idealized design activity
structured format is an interface platform base conducive to collaborating in chat
rooms.
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The coronavirus changed the way we work, play, and connects with the
world. A collaborative practice based on face-to-face interaction is now
considered passé. New and innovative interactive tools to collaborate using
interactive planning are needed to develop or redesign the process to
accommodate societal changes in the face of global pandemics. Further research
consideration for employing a survey instrument to assess the facilitator’s
effectiveness and the facilitation process can help identify interactive planning
methodology areas of development, strength, and collaboration.
Bens (2012) recommends that when conducting virtual meetings to only
include things that require real-time interactivity. One of the keep elements of
real-time activity includes sending pre-work. Acquaintance with interactive
planning, one of the critical pre-work tasks is providing information on systems
thinking and how it differs from traditional or analytical thinking. Virtual meetings
should include all of the dynamics of a face-to-face meeting, including an agenda,
progress checks, and closure.
These synchronous meetings are nothing new. Since the mid-1980s, virtual
meetings have taken place. What changed are the platforms and mediums used.
Virtual technology evolved from audio-conferencing to web-conferencing that
entails a combination of audio or/and video, including screen sharing and simple
voting tools to electronic meeting systems or group support systems, where
participants are co-located or geographically dispersed (Schwarz, 2017). Durante
and Tennant-Snyder (2006) added that it is essential to understand your virtual
participant technology configuration.
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There are approximately seven types of virtual teams of participants. A
Network team consists of members who come and go as needed, have a fluid, and
diffuse membership with invisible organizational boundaries. Project or Product
Development teams have a fluid membership base with decision-making authority
for non-routine longer-term tasks and outputs. This team has defined technical
requirements with clear organizational boundaries and customers. The Work,
Functional, or Production team has a distinct membership base that regularly
performs ongoing tasks in one functional area in an organization with clear
boundaries. The Service team membership provides ongoing support for network
activity and customers. The Management team is similar to the Service team, but
its ongoing activities support focuses on corporate activities. The Action team may
have fluid or distinct members and manages immediate or emergencies. The
Project or Product Development and the Work, Functional, or Production team
structures closely align with the realization phase of interactive planning and are
created after completing the idealization phase. The Parallel team has distinct
members that work short-term in clear boundaries to develop or improve a
process or system. Durante and Tennant-Snyder (2006).
Understanding the type and function of the team helps with the facilitation
process. The Parallel team virtual characteristics complement the collaborative
components of the idealization phase of interactive planning, closely aligning with
the idealized design team’s structural needs. The team’s short-term purpose is to
design a new organizational system that meets interactive planning design
constraints. The Parallel team membership comprises members within the
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customer’s containing system that consists of three environments: Internal,
transactional, and contextual. The internal environment consists of primary
stakeholder who directly benefits from a thriving city outcome. The transactional
environment consists of stakeholders who are indirectly affected by the city’s
successful outcome. The contextual environment consists of a system structure in
which the client lies and consists of a contextual environment that includes a legal,
political, ecological, transportation, economic, technological, educational, and
social system. Members of the design team are representatives of these systems
and reside in either the internal or transactional environment. Because the
environments are cross-located, a vehicle for virtual collaboration is essential.
Explicitly designed electronic meeting systems are efficient technology
platforms that support effective group use such as analysis, brainstorming,
briefing, and discussion. Schwarz (2017) stated that common problems stem not
from the tool but inefficient or unclear meeting processes or devaluing participant
contributions. Incorporating a clear meeting structure allowing participant
anonymity can minimize technological shortcomings. Schwarz (2017) also warned
that allowing participant anonymity does not address the issue but bypasses the
matter and conflicts with participant accountability. Additional problems arise
based on the complexity across boundaries based on distance, geography, time
zone differences, and a reliance on technology to communicate, share information
or collaborate. However, the benefits are leveraging a broader range of expertise
and knowledge, less disruptive, and encouraging vertical integration of
organizational and system resources.
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Conclusions
There is little doubt regarding the struggles and challenges faced by living
and working in environments full of complexities. As a society, it is incumbent
upon us to shift what we do to accommodate changing times but never change our
principles. Facilitators must have a necessary core skill set of principles for
engagement. Incorporating equipping strategies such as train-the-trainer before
facilitating an idealized design session is crucial for understanding a facilitator’s
role and the type of facilitation required.
The facilitator’s effectiveness is determined by how the client perceives it as
effectiveness, not the facilitator. Also, to foster an effective outcome, the facilitator
must have the ability to use tools that foster the agency of a robust design session.
These principles are fundamental to the process flow of such methodologies as
interactive planning.
The facilitator’s mindset and adeptness are the underlying skills needed to
facilitate a design session navigating participant behavioral patterns learned from
experience. Facilitation is a delicate skill. Each person has varying levels of
proficiency and execution of facilitation skills and ability. Regardless of the levels,
as with any trait or skill, it only gets better with practice, and the facilitator must
be a seasoned practitioner.
Problem types determine their context, whether context-dependent for
complex or chaotic unordered problems or context-independent for simple or
complicate ordered problems. Effective facilitation is context-independent, so the
complexity of the problem or the type of change needed is not a barometer of the
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facilitation process effectiveness and the facilitator’s experience and skill set. The
facilitator’s experience helps determine the appropriate set of skills to apply and
the specific tools to educate and engage the client. The experience will provide the
facilitator with the intuition to build trust with the client, the level of interaction
needed to socialize interactive planning methodology, and the activities of
idealization, specifically the idealized design. As the facilitator builds a trusting
relationship with the client, barriers are broken, which allows for transparency
and agreement. This agreement results in a contract that establishes the bases for
interaction, disclosure, expectations, and accountability.
Guggino (2020) stated that if you do not prepare, you will fail. According to
Killermann and Bolger (2016), effective facilitating is not necessarily about
training to facilitate but also the context of what one facilitates. The level of
context preparedness needed for an effective facilitator covers a range of
knowledge and experiences, which at its core is an understanding of system
thinking and interactive planning.
Part of that knowledge context base is coaching. With a background and
understanding of systems thinking, coaching is the tool and strategy needed by a
facilitator to foster an environment conducive to learning, accountability,
creativity, and innovation, the ingredients of effective facilitation. The foundation
of systems thinking, interactive planning and coaching, address the person,
methodology, and process or the “who,” “what” and “how” of effective facilitation.
Coaching is the conduit for effective facilitation and fosters an environment of
freedom that allows the flow of creativity. Coaching nurtures relationships,
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building a level of trust that allows transparency, intimacy, access to information,
and acceptance. Once one establishes a level of trust, one writes a contract or
agreement to clarify expectations.
In summary, multiple factors enable an effective idealized outcome. It is
more than being a trained facilitator. It is more about what one is facilitating, and
having an understanding of system thinking is core when facilitating idealized
design sessions.
Developing a learning lab is pertinent to developing expertise. The learning
lab is the sandbox to practice building castles of idealized design outcomes and
incorporate virtual idealized design sessions. Adopting other inventive ways to
conduct design sessions is critical to the sustainability of interactive planning and
promulgation of this methodology. We as a society need to collaborate to address
local and global problems. Incorporating systems thinking, interactive planning,
and coaching, as the essential combinations of a strategic process to address these
problems are a start.
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Appendix A
Survey Participants Acknowledgement Sheet
University: Jefferson University
Program of Study: School of Continuing & Professional Studies
Title of Project: Interactive Planning: An Applied Systems Thinking Approach for the
Perspective of a Participant Observer
Advisor: John Pourdehnad, Ph.D.
This document serves as acknowledgement of my participation in the idealized design
workshop being held on XXXX, XX, 2020, is on a voluntary basis. I acknowledge that
my participation is in support of Pamela Tull’s pursuit of the Doctorate of Management
in Strategic Leadership at Jefferson University.
I further understand that:
1. My participation is strictly on a volunteer basis.
2. My participation will not involve tests or instruments.
3. Neither business intelligence nor personally identifiable information will be requested.
4. I will not be subject to legal, physical, psychological or social risks.
5. Pamela Tull will observe my participation in the design session and the data gather
from observation of my participation will be generated as input for her dissertation.

Name (print): _______________________________________________________________

Signature: __________________________________________________________________
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Appendix B
Invitation Letter to Participants
DATE:

Dear Community Member:
I am a doctoral student in the Strategic Leadership and Complex
Systems Leadership programs at Thomas Jefferson University and had the
pleasure of participating in the Connect Center Conference held at the
Woodlands Resort in Wilkes-Barre, PA, this past November. The conference
featured many guest speakers who were champions of innovation and are vital
resources to support Wilkes-Barre’s revitalization initiatives.
I am contacting you to ask for help in a research study related to your
participation in the recent community design session held on XXXX XX, 2020.
Specifically, I am asking you to complete an online survey about your experiences in
the workshop design “for an ideal Wilkes-Barre.” While the design methodology has
been applied hundreds of times across the world, I am studying your experiences as a
participant and stakeholder.
To safeguard your privacy in my research, I will not request any personal
identifying information in the survey. Any individual information that might be
collected will be held confidentially and reported only as patterns and trends.
Oversight will be provided by the Institutional Review Board of Thomas Jefferson
University ensuring that privacy is protected.
Your participation in the community design workshop was greatly appreciated.
To help others who will engage in this methodology in the future, please click on the
link:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/9XV2KXX for the Wilkes-Barre Idealized Design
Session 2020 survey.
Your time and support are gratefully appreciated.
Sincerely,

Pamela R. Tull
Doctoral Candidate
Pamela.tull@jefferson.edu
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Appendix C
Survey Questions

1.What is your overall impression of the idealize design session? Did it accomplish
what you had hoped? If so, how? If not, why? Please explain how systems thinking and
interactive planning added to your experience.
2.What are your top three takeaways from the session?
3. Prior to participating in the design session how familiar were you
with systems thinking? Idealize design?
4.What was your level of participation in the idealized design?
5. What affected your level of participation?
6.What components of the design session worked well? Can you provide an example of
what worked well?
7.What aspects of the design session need improvement? Can you provide some
recommendations for improvement?
8.How effective was the facilitator who led your session?
9.How did your facilitator help or hinder your group in reaching its goal of an idealized
design?
10. How well did the facilitator manage your group interaction?

